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AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGIES
APPLIED TO THE THREE-CONTINGENCY MODEL
OF PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Judith S. DeVoe, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 1994
This research had four goals:

(1) to refine the

theory of performance management based on rule-governed
behavior and refine the three-contingency model of per
formance. management, (2) to develop a university-level
programmed instruction unit to teach the three-contin
gency model of performance management, (3) to test for
functional independence between response classes— using
concept-discrimination and concept-exemplification, and
(4) to test a common assumption of programmed instruc
tion—the necessity for active responding (this assumption
was tested with both concept-discrimination training and
concept-exemplification training).
Participants included fifty-nine undergraduates
enrolled in a behavior analysis course.
domly assigned to one of four groups:

They were ran
(1) the active

concept-discrimination and active exemplification-train
ing group, (2) the passive concept-discrimination and
passive exemplification-training group, (3) the active
concept-discrimination and passive exemplification-train
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ing group, and (4) a control group.

A pretest and post

test measured concept-discrimination mastery and exemplification-response mastery.

There were no significant

differences between the four groups on either the pretest
or the posttest.

Furthermore, none of the groups showed

significant improvement from pretest to posttest of
either concept-discrimination mastery or exemplification
response mastery.

Because of this lack of improvement,

the experiment was not able to test for functional inde
pendence of response classes or the relevance of active
responding.

This lack of improvement was not due to a

ceiling effect on the pretest, because the pretest mean
percentage correct for the four groups ranged from 76% to
83% for concept-discrimination and from 83% to 89% for
exemplification-response; there was room for significant
improvement.

The lack of progress may have resulted from

a test that did not adequately measure the repertoires
the programmed instruction was teaching, or it may be
that the programmed instruction did not teach.
Considerable progress was made toward the refine
ment of the three-contingency model, and the development
of this initial programmed instruction unit.

Further

research and development should be done on instructional
materials and mastery measures.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This research had four goals:

(1) to refine the

theory of performance management based on rule-governed
behavior and to refine the three-contingency model of
performance management, (2) to develop a university-level
programmed instruction unit to teach the three-contin
gency model of performance management,

(3) to test for

functional independence between response classes—using
concept-discrimination training and concept-exemplifica
tion training, and (4) to test a common assumption of
programmed instruction—the necessity for active respond
ing (this assumption was tested with both concept-dis
crimination training and concept-exemplification train
ing) .
Goal 1:

Theory Development

Rule-Governed Behavior
Contingency-shaped behavior is the direct control of
behavior by a contingency, without the involvement of
rules.

A rule is a description of a behavioral contin

gency.

However, a behavioral contingency is not a rein-

1
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forcement contingency unless the reinforcer immediately
follows the behavior.

If the person can state the rule

specified in the contingency, that rule may have control
over the behavior, and the contingency can then function
as an analog to reinforcement.

For example, if a mother

takes her son to a movie tomorrow for having cleaned his
bedroom today, this contingency probably would not con
trol the child's future behavior unless he can state the
rule describing it.

A behavioral contingency is "the

occasion for a response, the response, and the outcome of
the response" (Malott, Whaley, & Malott, 1993, p. 22).
And rule-governed behavior is "behavior under the control
of a rule" (Malott et al., 1993, p. 344).
As a discriminative stimulus, a rule is effective as
part of a set of contingencies of reinforcement. A
complete specification must include the reinforcer
which has shaped the topog-raphv of a response and
brought it under control of the stimulus (Skinner,
1988, p. 227).
Although Skinner (1969) first referred to rules as dis
criminative stimuli, others have argued convincingly that
rules act as function-altering stimuli (Blakely & Schlinger, 1987;

Schlinger, 1993; Schlinger & Blakely,

1987) or as establishing operations or warning stimuli
(Malott, 1989).

So there is a lack of agreement among

behavior analysts regarding the function of a rule or
instruction and there is little empirical evidence to
support or to refute the various theoretical orienta-
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tions; however, the resolution of these differences may
rest on logical analyses as much as empirical analyses.
Vaughan (1989) divided the history of empirical work
on rule-governed behavior into three areas:

(1) develop

mental research (Braam, 1994; Vaughan, 1985), (2) stimulus-equivalence research (Devaney, Hayes, & Nelson,
1986), and (3) schedule-sensitivity research (Catania,
Matthews, & Shimoff, 1982).

Schedule-sensitivity re

search focuses on the relationship between self-generated
instructions or other-generated instructions equated with
rules and behavior control.

The schedule-sensitivity

research is only tangentially related to the present work
because the three-contingency model of performance man
agement addresses control by rules describing indirectacting analogs to reinforcement and punishment contingen
cies with delays greater than 60 seconds (Malott, 1993),
rather than the direct-acting contingencies of intermit
tent reinforcement used in the schedule-sensitivity work.
Furthermore, this model does not address the generation
of rules, but rather the control by rules once they are
generated.

Due to the prominence this laboratory re

search has in the literature on rule-governed behavior,
the next section will review some of those studies evalu
ating the effectiveness of instructions and direct-acting
contingencies in controlling behavior when schedules of
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reinforcement are changed; in other words, schedulesensitivity research.
Human Operant Research
Matthews, Shimoff, Catania, and Sagvolden (1977)
studied the effects of the sensitivity of human respond
ing to schedules of reinforcement.

In two experiments,

they evaluated the effects of instructions (rule-governance) versus the effects of shaping.

The first of two

experiments, using a yoked variable-interval/variableratio schedule, showed subjects' response rates were
higher on a ratio schedule than on a variable interval
schedule when behavior was shaped.

However, there were

no differences in response rates on a ratio schedule
compared to a variable interval schedule when behavior
was rule-governed, and this insensitivity persisted when
the contingencies were changed.
Behavior initially controlled by rules was insensi
tive to changes in schedules of reinforcement.

By con

trast, behavior shaped by direct-acting contingencies was
sensitive to schedule changes.

Within the parameters of

this study (Matthews et al., 1977), behavior that is
rule-governed is not sensitive to changes in contin
gencies; instead the behavior continues to respond in
accordance with the original rule statement.

These
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effects occurred for high rates of behavior (Matthews et
al., 1977) as well as low rates of behavior (Shimoff,
Catania, & Matthews, 1981).

Similar results were found

by Kaufman, Baron, and Kopp (1966).
Vaughan (1985) trained subjects in a repeated acqui
sition task using contingency shaping and rule-governance
(instructions).

Subjects in the instructions group made

substantially more errors in responding than subjects in
the contingency-shaped group.
In another of these studies, Shimoff, Matthews, and
Catania (1986) exposed subjects to changing contingencies
(i.e., random-ratio and random-interval schedules).

As

in previous studies (Catania et al., 1982), students
filled out sentence-completion forms indicating what
response they thought produced the reinforcers (i.e.,
push fast for a ratio schedule or push slow for an inter
val schedule).

After feedback for sentence completion

forms was discontinued and multiple-schedules were re
versed, subjects generally had consistently higher press
ing rates in the random-ratio conditions than in the
random-interval conditions.

These results would seem to

support schedule-sensitivity to the contingencies; that
is, subjects responded accurately to the changes in the
contingencies in the absence of accurate feedback.

But

the question remained as to whether the sensitivity was
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related to rule-governed behavior or contingency-shaped
behavior because one of the three subjects exposed to a
pair of random-interval schedules responded at a higher
rate to a schedule that produced fewer reinforcers.

In a

second condition, when a multiple random-ratio, randominterval schedule was changed to a multiple random-inter
val, random-interval schedule, the rate of responding
became appropriately low in both components, but discon
tinuation of feedback for guesses produced high rates of
responding.

This effect was corrected by reestablishing

feedback in one of three students.
The performance of human subjects in this study is
atypical compared to the performance of nonhuman subjects
on these schedules.

In other words, nonhumans always

perform at a much higher rate on ratio-schedules than
interval-schedules, but in this study, human performance
was not consistently high on ratio schedules and consis
tently low on interval schedules, unless accurate feed
back was consistently provided.

Therefore, it is con

cluded that all behavior in this study may have been rule
governed, not contingency shaped.
Hayes, Brownstein, Haas, and Greenway,

(1986) sug

gest that even when behavior does change with accompany
ing contingency changes, it may not be the same as those
changes observed in nonhumans resulting from contingency
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changes.

In other words, although the topography of the

behavior may be the same, the variables controlling the
behavior may differ.
Galizio (1979) found that rules produced schedule
insensitivity comparable to the findings of Catania et
al. (1982).

However, when penalty contingencies were

introduced, subjects were no longer insensitive to the
contingencies, in spite of the initial rule control.
Theoretical Analysis
Malott and Malott's (1991) recent metatheoretical
and theoretical work accounts for behavior controlled by
indirect-acting contingencies of reinforcement and pun
ishment.

A direct-acting contingency is "a contingency

for which the outcome of the response reinforces or
punishes that response," (Malott et al., 1993, p. 347).
An indirect-acting contingency is "a contingency that
controls the response, but not because of reinforcement
or punishment of that response by the outcome specified
in that contingency," (Malott et al., 1993, p. 347).

The

question is, how is behavior controlled by indirectacting contingencies?

Malott and Malott (1991) argue for

the role of private events in rule-governed behavior.
But the inference of private events does not sit
well with the dominant methodological behavioristic
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orientation in the field of behavior analysis and its
emphasis on prediction and control as the goals of sci
ence.

Malott and Malott (1991) suggest that the goal of

science is understanding; though prediction and control
are necessary, they are not sufficient to achieve the
goal.

As Malott et al. (1993) point out, examples of

great scientific discoveries, including Darwin's theory
of evolution and Copernicus' heliocentric theory, were
not valued for prediction and control, but for under
standing.

Malott and Malott (1991) then argue that

understanding the cause-effect sequences involved in
rule-governed behavior may require inferences about pri
vate events.
The problem with the concept of causality is the
frequent emphasis on ultimate cause, instead of on links
in the cause-effect chain.

The problem with looking for

the ultimate or initial cause is that the search results
in an infinite regression.

For example, if one is to

look for the cause of one's existence, then the ultimate
cause or distal cause is somewhere far removed in the
ancestral heritage back to Adam and Eve or the ape, or as
far as we are able to trace.

The point is, that cause

and effect are important concepts, not simply for under
standing the ultimate distal cause, but for understanding
the links (proximal cause, in an infinite causal chain),
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even when these links involve private events.

Malott

(1980-81), does not subscribe to the idea of action at a
distance and instead focuses on proximal cause.

Proximal

cause involves those events immediately preceding the
behavior of interest.
It is convenient, and not without minimal data sup
port, to consider as distal causes of behavior those
events involving delays greater than 60 seconds between
the antecedent causal condition and the response and
between the response and the consequence.

For example,

when the delay is greater than 60 seconds, then what
would have functioned as a discriminative stimulus when
it preceded the behavior by less than 60 seconds now
becomes an analog to a discriminative stimulus; and
events that follow the behavior become part of analogs to
reinforcement or punishment.
In order to account for instances of control by
remote events (distal causes) Malott and Malott (1991)
propose an explanation based on direct-acting covert
causes—proximal causes.

The issue is, people seem to

respond to stimulus conditions in a significantly delayed
fashion.

For instance, reading about a sale in the paper

today appears to control shopping tomorrow, and this
explanation of behavioral control involves intervals
greater than 60 seconds.

In keeping with the proponents
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of proximal cause, rule-governed behavior can be used to
explain the control of behavior in terms of direct-acting
contingencies of reinforcement or punishment.
ment of the rule is,

The state

"If I don't buy that shirt on sale

by tomorrow, I will pay 25% more for the same shirt next
week."

This statement of the rule functions as an estab

lishing operation and immediately produces an aversive
condition that evokes behavior when stated. The immediate
direct-acting contingency is the aversive thoughts of
having to pay more for the same shirt next week.

The

statement of the rule may also alter the reinforcing
effectiveness of the shirt because it costs less.

There

fore, the general reliance on public events to explain
overt behavior may be inadequate.
It is plausible that behavior apparently controlled
by distal events is more adequately explained by proximal
causes involving covert behavior or private events.
example, consider a child performing a math problem.

For
A

child can be observed counting out loud from one to ten,
and subsequently writing the number "ten."

Now imagine

he has gained expertise at addition and is asked to
compute the same problem.

In this case he gives the

verbal response "ten" after some delay.

In the first

case, the behavior is a public causal chain and in the
second case the behavior is a private causal chain.
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Using this example, it is easy to see how private events
can control behavior.

However, some complex behaviors

are more difficult to account for with both a public and
a private analysis and reliance on the private events may
be the only option.

But methodological behaviorists are

reluctant to explain behavior with covert process.

The

issue is that thinking is just another form of behavior
and to explain overt behavior with covert behavior places
the problem of explaining behavior inside the organism.
Rule-governed behavior might account for control by
delayed outcomes in terms of immediate causes.

It has

been suggested that delayed reinforcement could be ac
counted for by chaining; however, the main problem is
that in everyday behavior there are many interruptions
within the chain that produce delays for each successive
behavior.

Because of these breaks in the chain, Michael

(1986) argues that we should resist using chained behav
ior to explain effective delayed consequences.
Returning to rules as an explanation for behavior
controlled by delayed outcomes, a rule may function as an
establishing operation for aversive conditions that can
be escaped by compliance with that rule (Malott, 1993).
Such a nonverbal aversive condition, often called "fear"
or "guilt" may arise from failure to comply with a rule.
Self-reinforcement or punishment might resemble covert
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verbal statements like, "I am doing a good job here, I
only have six pages to go," or "if I finish this project
at 6:00 p.m. I can go to an evening show," or "if I turn
in this report before I leave work I will avoid being
reprimanded tomorrow."
There are rules that are easy to follow and rules
that are hard to follow.

Rules that are easy to follow

describe direct-acting contingencies that reinforce or
punish a response because the outcomes are immediate,
probable, and sizable; or indirect-acting contingencies
that control a response by the outcome specified in that
contingency because the outcomes are probable and siz
able, even though they are delayed.

Rules that are hard

to follow describe ineffective contingencies that do not
control the response because the outcomes are small but
cumulative or improbable (Malott, 1993) (Figure 1).
Contrary to much human operant research (Matthews,
et al., 1985; Shimoff, et al., 1986; and Shimoff, et al.,
1981), rules often control behavior because the outcomes
confirm those rules.

Self-statements that are generated

immediately following the outcome may increase the like
lihood of making that statement under similar circum
stances.

However, if the outcomes fail to confirm the

rules— for example, if you put money into a coke machine
and you do not get any coke in return, then you will not
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continue to put more money in the machine hoping to get a
coke-clearly the rule has changed.

(There are excep

tions, e.g., rules prescribing the prerequisites to
entering heaven do not require confirmation.)

Rules

I
Easy to Follow

Hard to Follow

X
Direct-Acting
Contingencies

Indirect-Acting
Contingencies

— Immediate

— Delayed

— Probable

— Probable

— Sizable

— Sizable

Figure 1. Rules:
Rules.

Ineffective
Contingencies
Small, but
Cummulative
— Improbable

Easy-to-Follow Rules and Hard-to-Follow

The Three-contingency Model of Performance Management
The three-contingency model of performance manage
ment is an applied behavior analytic tool based on
Malott*s (1993) theory of rule-governed behavior.

This

model applies to the management of behavior with verbal
populations and involves the distinction between directacting and indirect-acting contingencies of reinforcement
and punishment (that is, between contingencies whose
outcomes are sufficiently immediate as to directly rein
force or punish behavior and those that are not).
The three-contingency model of performance manage-
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ment should not be confused with Skinner's (1957) threeterm contingency.

The three contingencies are the inef

fective-natural contingency, the performance-management
contingency, and the theoretical contingency.

We need

the model because of the ineffective-natural contingency.
This contingency always produces a meaningful outcome
affecting society or the individual; but, when the out
come is small and cumulative and improbable, it is inef
fective.

For example, a single bite of ice cream is

probably not harmful; but several bites add up to an
unhealthy physical state.

The effect of one bite of ice

cream is small, but the cumulative effect of several
bites of ice cream is significant.
The model operates on aversive control related to
the performance-management contingency.

Generally the

reinforcement contingency is an avoidance contingency.
This avoidance contingency can be direct-acting or
indirect-acting.

An indirect-acting avoidance contingen

cy is an analog to avoidance.

A rule-governed analog to

reinforcement by the presentation of a reinforcer is
defined as "a) An increase in the likelihood of a re
sponse b) because of a rule-stating the occasions when
the response will produce a reinforcer," (Malott et al.,
1993, p. 349).

Failure to make the response would result

in the loss of an opportunity to get a reinforcer.

The
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avoidance of the loss of a reinforcer is defined such
that, "a) a response becomes more likely in the future,
b) if the prevention of c) the loss of a reinforcer d)
has immediately followed it e) in the past" (Malott et
al., 1993, p. 242).

Most people behave in ways that

avoid the loss of a reinforcer.
example:

Consider driving, for

most people stop at intersections because fail

ure to stop has a high probability of resulting in the
loss of a reinforcer.

The following illustrates how the

three-contingency model applies to putting your foot on
the break at stop signs.
The ineffective-natural contingency would look as
follows:
There is a low probability you will get in an acci
dent.

==>

Step on the brake.

==>

There is an infini-

tesimally lower probability you will get in an accident.
The performance-management contingency would look
like this:
You will lose $10 on Friday at 5:00 p.m.
on the brake.

==>

==>

Step

You will not lose $10 on Friday at

5:00 p.m.
The problem is that behavior is controlled by
direct-acting contingencies of reinforcement and punish
ment, but the performance-management contingency involves
a delayed outcome and, therefore, it is not direct-
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acting.

Behavior controlled by delayed outcomes and

indirect-acting contingencies can be understood by ex
plaining the two-factor theory of avoidance.
In general the two-factor theory describes the rela
tionship between the performance-management contingency
and the inferred theoretical contingency; this relation
ship explains how the indirect-acting performance-manage
ment contingency controls behavior.

In the two-factor

theory, avoidance behavior is reinforced by the termina
tion of the warning stimulus, "a) a stimulus that pre
cedes b) the presentation of c) an aversive condition,"
(Malott, et al., 1993, p. 247), not by the avoidance of
the original aversive stimulus condition.
ance response is an escape response.

So the avoid

An unlearned (or

previously learned) aversive stimulus is paired with a
neutral stimulus.

After several pairings, the neutral

stimulus will become a learned aversive stimulus.

The

learned aversive stimulus, is called a warning stimulus,
when it precedes the presentation of the unlearned aver
sive stimulus.

For example, a light (learned aversive

stimulus) is paired with a shock (unlearned aversive
stimulus).

The light is then turned on for 15 seconds

followed by the shock.

If the rat presses the lever

before the 15 seconds has elapsed, then the light turns
off and it is not followed by the shock.

If the rat
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waits until after 15 seconds has passed, then the shock
turns on.

A lever press will terminate the shock.

A

lever press in the presence of the light is an escape
response; the rat escapes the learned-aversive light and
avoids the presentation of an aversive stimulus (shock).
The inferred escape contingency is the third contin
gency in the model.

The rule describing the performance-

management contingency functions as an establishing
operation which is
a) a procedure that b) establishes the sensitivity
(susceptibility) c) (first) to reinforcement or
punishment d) by particular reinforcers or aversive
conditions e) and (second) to evocation or suppres
sion f) by associated discriminative stimuli
(Malott, et al., 1993, p. 159);
or
an environmental event, operation or stimulus condi
tion that affects an organism by momentarily alter
ing (a) the reinforcing effectiveness of other
events, and (b) the frequency of occurrence of the
type of behavior that had been consequated by those
other events (Michael, 1993, p. 58).
Its statement establishes an aversive condition labeled
"fear" or "anxiety" or just the "cold sweats."

In other

words, using the previous example involving the intersec
tion, the theoretical contingency would be as follows:
You fear losing $10 on Friday.
brake.

==>

==>

Step on the

You do not fear losing $10 on Friday.

A number of critical variables were used to describe
and define each of the three-contingencies in the model.
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These critical variables were developed through an empir
ical analysis, rather than the purely logical analysis
that Tiemann and Markle (1990) and Engelmann and Carnine
(1982) describe.
The appropriate use of the three-contingency model
is (a) to determine the ineffective- natural contingen
cies that fail to control the target behavior as desired,
(b) to identify and employ effective, indirect-acting
performance-management contingencies with the intention
of appropriately controlling the target behavior, and (c)
to infer the theoretical directacting contingency that
supports the indirect-acting performance-management
contingency.
The three-contingency model of performance manage
ment can be applied across a range of settings and popu
lations, serving as a trouble-shooting tool to analyze
and solve performance problems.

Performance management

problems can usually be corrected when effective perfor
mance-management systems are implemented.

Although the

present study focuses on problems that involve increasing
behavior, the three-contingency model can be used for
problems for decreasing behavior.
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The Need for the Three-contingency Model of Performance
Management: Applications in Higher Education
In all settings, including higher education, there
are two common reasons why performance is not at the
expected level:

(1) the individual lacks the skill, or

(2) the individual possesses the skill but does not use
it.

Therefore, one of two interventions can be used:

(1) training or (2) performance management.
In this section, a theoretical analysis of the
contingencies controlling academic performance of fresh
men is described and related to the three-contingency
model of performance management, followed by some exam
ples of research employing different methods of perfor
mance management in the academic setting.
Generally it is assumed, that most students entering
college have the skills necessary to succeed in college;
however, this is not always true.

In Michael's (1991)

behavioral analysis of college instruction, three prob
lems are identified that explain why incoming freshman
fail to do well:

the first problem is the different

teaching practices between high school and college.

High

school courses are taught using in-class work groups,
presentations, and group discussions; and students grades
are based on these performances.

The second problem is

that, in high school, course grades are based on attend
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ance and participation, with exam scores accounting for
an insignificant part of the grade.

The third problem is

that, in high school, the majority of the course grade is
based on activities occurring in the classroom.
By contrast, in college content courses, students’
grades are based on textbook learning and lecture, course
work is completed outside the classroom, and the grade
depends on the exams.

Therefore, the freshman may be

unprepared to succeed in college because the basic skill
repertoire has not been previously established in high
school.
Michael suggests that the examination grade moti
vates study behavior, but adequate examination prepara
tion requires at least twice as much study effort by the
student outside the classroom as spent in the classroom
in order to acquire an average grade.

Exam grades are

the primary motivational variables available to the
instructor and sufficient study will more likely occur if
exams are closely associated with the course grade.

The

contingencies should be carefully arranged so the student
is controlled by (a) the relation between study behavior
and the examination grade and (b) the relation between
the examination grade and the course grade.
Students typically procrastinate and do all their
studying in the last half to last quarter of the study
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interval between the assignment and the inflexible exami
nation deadline.
scallop.

Michael calls this the procrastination

Instructors who schedule two or three examina

tions a semester have students who only study two or
three times a semester, just before the examination
deadline; however, students who have 12 examinations a
semester might study four times as much.

Therefore, one

way to improve performance on examinations is to ensure
that students spend more time studying.

Studying can be

increased by arranging the contingencies so students have
frequent examinations.

These are rule-governed analogs

to avoidance contingencies, defined as an increase in the
likelihood of a response because of a rule stating the
occasions when the response will prevent an aversive
condition.
These are analog contingencies, because of the sub
stantial delays (greater than 60 seconds), between the
time the student has finished a single study session
(e.g., one hour of reading a textbook) and the time the
student has taken the examination and received the exami
nation grade.

It is the statement of the contingency-

specifying rule that controls the behavior (e.g., "if you
don't study for your examination you will lose the oppor
tunity to get an acceptable grade").

With rule-governed

behavior, performance can be successfully managed; even
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with delayed outcomes.
The three-contingency model of performance manage
ment can be used to analyze the more traditional monthly
examinations (Figure 2) that poorly control studying and
the recommended weekly examinations (Figure 3) that more
effectively control studying.

This analysis should

explain why weekly examinations are more effective.
Ineffective Natural Contingency
Before

Behavior

Has one level of
knowledge

J \ Study text for one
hour

After

A
~v

Has a small
increment of
knowledge

Effective Indirect-Acting Performance
Management Contingency
Before
Low Prob. o f loss
o f op. for good
grade

• Behavior

After
Slightly lower
prob. of loss of
opportunity

Study text for one
hour

Direct-Acting Theoretical Contingency

Figure 2.

Before

Behavior

Little fear ofloss
of op. for good
grade

Study text for one
hour

After

A
V

Slightly less fear
of loss of
opportunity

Monthly Examinations.

As the two figures show, the same ineffective-natu
ral contingency applies to both the more traditional
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monthly examinations and the recommended weekly examina
tions.

In both cases, a rule describing the ineffective-

natural contingency fails to control studying because the
outcome of any single instance of studying is too small,
even though the outcomes of repeated instances of study
ing will be of cumulative significance.

However, a

difference in the frequency of exams results in different
performance-management contingencies, and it is this
difference in the resultant performance-management con
tingencies that causes the difference in amounts of study
assumed to occur.
First consider the monthly examination:

during, for

instance, the first five days after an examination, a
single instance of failure to study will have little
impact on the student's examination grade because the
student still has enough of time to study before the
examination deadline.

In other words, the outcome of a

single instance of studying will have little effect in
preventing the loss of an opportunity for a good
grade—the change from the before condition (low probabil
ity of the loss of the opportunity for a good grade) to
the after condition (slightly lower probability of the
loss of the opportunity for a good grade) will be too
small to evoke an instance of studying (Figure 2).
Now consider the consequences of studying for the
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weekly examination:

during the first five days after an

examination, a single instance of failure to study will
have a large impact on the student's examination grade
because the student does not have much time to study
before the next examination deadline.

In other words,

the outcome of a single instance of studying will have an
extraordinary effect in preventing the loss of an oppor
tunity for a good grade—the change from the before condi
tion (high probability of the loss of the opportunity for
a good grade) to the after condition (lower probability
of the loss of the opportunity for a good grade) will be
sizable enough to evoke an instance of studying (Figure
3).
However, both performance-management contingencies
are analogs to avoidance contingencies (i.e., they in
volve outcomes that are too delayed to maintain study
ing) .

Therefore, a direct-acting contingency needs to be

inferred to account for the difference in effectiveness
of the two performance-management contingencies.
Again, consider the monthly examinations first:
during the first five days after the examination, a
statement of the rule describing the performance-raanagement contingency will function as an establishing
operation to create very little aversiveness.

In other

words, suppose the student states the rule, "studying for
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Ineffective Natural Contingency
Before

Behavior

After

Has one level of
knowledge

Study text for
one hour

Has a small
increment of
knowledge

Effective Indirect-Acting Performance
Management Contingency
Before

Behavior

After

High Prob. of
loss of op. for
good grade

Study text for
one hour

Much lower
prob. of loss of
opportunity

Direct-Acting Theoretical Contingency
Behavior

Before
Much fear of loss
of op. for good ------- N
------- 1 /
grade

Figure 3.

Study text for
one hour

After
------- N
-------- 1 /

’Much less fear of
loss of
opportunity

Weekly Examinations.

one hour will slightly reduce the probability of the loss
of an opportunity for a good grade."
might state this variant:

Or the student

"if I don't study for an hour

now, I will have a low probability of losing the opportu
nity for a good grade."

This is easily translated into,

"even if I don't study for an hour now, the probability
of losing my opportunity for a good grade is still low."
In any case, the best such statements can do is to estab
lish a low level of fear of the loss of the opportunity
for a good grade.

And such a low level of aversiveness
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in the before condition causes the inferred escape con
tingency to be ineffective (the third contingency in
Figure 2).

So, why are the monthly examinations rela

tively ineffective in controlling studying?

Because the

monthly schedule generates a relatively ineffective
performance-management contingency, at least during the
first part of the monthly interval.

And why is that

performance-management contingency ineffective?

Because

it, in turn, generates a relatively ineffective, in
ferred, direct-acting escape contingency, at least during
the first part of the monthly interval.
The difference between the ineffective performancemanagement contingency—monthly examinations and the
effective performance-management contingency—weekly
examinations, is the degree of aversiveness produced by a
statement of the rule describing the perforraance-management contingency.

As seen in Figure 3, the change from

the before condition to the after condition in the per
formance management contingency is significant which
generates an effective inferred, direct-acting escape
contingency.
In a sample of the literature on performance manage
ment in higher education, Jackson and Malott (1994) and
Malott (1993) noted that the most common reasons given
for student attrition included academic skill deficits,
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low motivation, and lack of self-management or timemanagement.

If the student is deficient in academic

skills, however, motivation alone will not result in
successful performance and the student will need addi
tional academic training.

Finally, motivation as well as

self-management (time-management) can be accomplished
using effective performance management systems.

However,

the distinction between motivation and self-management
(time-management) skills is often moot; in other words,
students who are commonly and falsely blamed for being
unmotivated may really be doing poorly because of poor
self-management skills, not because lack of motivation.
Jackson and Malott (1994) suggest one solution to the
problem of attrition among high-risk black students:

the

three-contingency model of performance management.
For example, why is it that students do not study
more frequently?

It is easy to get students to commit to

an intensive study schedule, but it is difficult to get
them to comply with that schedule.

In most areas of

performance, professionals often fail to realize that
commitment is rarely sufficient to guarantee compliance;
instead compliance often requires performance-management
contingencies (Malott, 1992).
Yancey (1983) used a performance-management system
to deliver point reinforcers for frequent study using
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daily self-monitoring sheets; although there was a trend
favoring the experimental group, the results were not
statistically significant.

However, a follow-up study by

Jager (1984) found a statistically significant overall
increase of 0.66 (grade point average) in the experimen
tal group, compared with 0.26 for the control group (p <
.05).

Wittkopp's (1984) and Jackson’s (1990) replication

studies failed to support these results.

These studies

do not provide conclusive findings regarding the utility
of performance-management systems; however, most behavior
analysts would agree that performance management is
necessary in many conditions.

Students have the skills

necessary to succeed in college; there just are not
effective performance-management contingencies.
Refinement of the Three-Contingency Model
In the three-contingency model, each contingency
must meet specific criteria for theoretical consistency.
Because students find this difficult, the goal of the
current effort is to develop an effective instructional
unit to teach the proper application of the three-contin
gency model.
The approach used here, toward the refinement of the
three-contingency model of performance management was the
development of a set of critical variables, in the form
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of a checklist, for the appropriate application of the
three-contingency model.

In relatively new areas, such

as behavior analysis, systematic efforts to revise in
structional materials until they are optimally effective
can readily result in an increased clarity and precision
of the concepts, principles, or theory being taught.
The present symbiotic interaction between theory and
instruction is done with the goal of developing a job aid
or checklist of critical variables to help the user
discriminate between appropriate and inappropriate appli
cations of the three-contingency model during training
and to facilitate appropriate applications to novel
behavioral problems.

A critical variable functions as a

rule, in the sense that it gives the student critical
information about the contingency, not exactly in the
sense of rule-governed behavior.

What follows each

critical attribute in the workbook units are a series of
examples and nonexamples that attempt to teach that
critical variable.

Theoretically, the critical variable

checklist should be a complete set of principles that
defines each concept; however, as gaps between theory and
practice are revealed, the critical variable checklist
must be revised to accommodate gaps defining concepts.
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Goal 2:

Instructional-Program Development

Concept Training
From a behavioral perspective, a concept is a set of
stimuli that share common properties (Malott et al.,
1993, p. 213).

A concept can control behavior simply as

a result of a statement of the definition. However, for
more complex or subtle concepts, training to discriminate
between examples and nonexamples is needed.

Concept

learning and analysis is part of a broader category of
complex cognitive learning which also includes principle
applying, and strategies (Tiemann & Markle, 1990).
Behavior analysts traditionally talk about the
development of conceptual stimulus control in terms of
simple contingency control or contingency shaping (Chase
& Danforth, 1991); however, conceptual control can also
be acquired by advanced learners through rule control
(definitions of the concepts).

In keeping with the

rule-control approach, Markle's (1964) theory and prac
tice of instructional design is based on the presentation
of a rule, followed by discrimination training.

A se

quence of examples and nonexamples are used to teach the
learner fine discriminations between concepts by altering
one critical attribute at a time, in a sequential manner.
True conceptual stimulus control occurs only if that
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control transfers to novel stimuli sampled from a uni
verse of similar but different concepts within the same
stimulus class.

The goal is to teach students (a) to

identify instances of the concept, in spite of variations
on irrelevant attributes; and (b) to discriminate the
concept from similar noninstances that vary from that
concept on a single, crucial, relevant attribute.
Conceptual Relationship
The relationship between concepts may be super
ordinate, subordinate, or coordinate.

For example, in

the three-contingency model of performance management,
contingencies are the superordinate; and natural ineffec
tive contingencies, performance-management contingencies,
and theoretical contingencies are subordinate to contin
gencies; these three contingencies are coordinate with
each other (Figure 4).
In discrimination training, examples and nonexamples
should be presented at the coordinate level.

And it is

important to ensure that these categories at the coordi
nate level are mutually exclusive; otherwise, the teach
ing process will produce an ambiguous learning condition
and learning will not be faultless (Englemann & Carnine,
1982).

In the present example, the categories of the

three contingencies are mutually exclusive.

Concerning
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Contingencies

Natural Contingencies

Figure 4:
ship

Performance-Management

Theoretical Contingencies

Contingencies

Contingencies and the Hierarchical Relation

conceptual instruction, Tiemann and Markle (1990) state:
At the very minimum, we expect to see:
(a) more
than one example used to illustrate the concept; (b)
nonexamples. usually of coordinate concepts which
may also be named; and, (c) appropriate practice
items presenting new specimens to test for general
ization and discrimination (p. 83).
This summarizes the teaching of concepts.

Next we will

consider the teaching of principles.
Principles
Principles is the second area of complex cognitive
learning.

Tiemann & Markle (1990) define "a principle as

a statement of a conceptual relationship, usually between
two or more concepts" ( p. 141).

For example, the natu

ral contingency must be ineffective; that is, it does not
control behavior, and it must have a small outcome, that
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is, it is not sizable enough to control behavior.
fore, the need for performance management.

There

The relation

ship between these two concepts describes the degree of
control the natural contingency has over the behavior.
Principles must be stated accurately (Tiemann and
Markle, 1990).

For example, it would be inaccurate to

state, that all natural contingencies are ineffective.
Instead, it would be accurate to state, that some natural
contingencies are effective, but the majority of natural
contingencies are ineffective and therefore the need for
performance management is important.

Stating this prin

ciple in an IF...., THEN... format more clearly specifies
the relationship between the concepts.

If the contingen

cy fails to control behavior, then it is an ineffective
contingency.

When the set of exceptions to the rule is

small and discrete, then the exceptions may be added to
the rule statement, otherwise attempting to clarify the
exceptions complicates the rule.
Strategies
Strategies is the third area of complex cognitive
learning.

Strategies are procedures, a set of rules, "a

strategy is an organized attack on a problem situation"
(Tiemann & Markle, 1990, p. 165).

Strategies can be

developed and applied to a range of content areas inde
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pendent of the complexity of the content area.

However,

an individual may be expert when applying a particular
strategy, but meet with failure if that individual lacks
sufficient knowledge of the content area.

Therefore,

successful application of a strategy often reguires both
expertise in the content area and expertise in applying
the strategy.
In this section we have covered the teaching of con
cepts, principles, and strategies—all three of which are
subsumed under what Teimann and Markle call complex
cognitive learning.

These categories are interrelated.

Teimann and Markle (1993) point out, that once a strategy
is developed to solve a problem, it may be applied to
problems with different content (p. 167).

However, a few

things may go wrong.
First, if the strategist has forgotten to include a
step in the procedure or if the step is unclear these
omissions or ambiguities will result in failure to solve
the problem, unrelated to its complexity.

For example,

when applying the three-contingency model to increase
study behavior, the analyst may associate the theoretical
contingency to the natural contingency, an error of
procedure; instead the theoretical contingency should be
associated with the performance-management contingency.
The omission of this critical attribute results in fail
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ure to follow each step in the application of the model.
A second problem results from inadequate application and
follow through of a strategy.

For example, if the behav-

iorist applies the model to a person instead of a behav
ior, then the model has been incorrectly applied.

The

model is a strategy designed for the purpose of changing
behavior across a range of settings and with different
populations.

And third, even if the procedure has well

sequenced steps and the order of the steps is logical,
problem solving will not be successful if the analyst is
not familiar with the content of the subject matter being
analyzed.

For example, someone using the model would not

only know how to follow the strategy, but also have some
expertise in behavior analysis.
Goal 3:

Testing for Functional Independence and Transfer

Instructional Typology
Chase, Johnson, and Sulzer-Azaroff (1985) developed
a learning typology which they evaluated in terms of its
utility for classifying conceptual learning and which
they applied to their own research on discrimination
learning and transfer of training.

The typology also

describes the present work with its emphasis on conceptdiscrimination training and concept-exemplification
training.
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Johnson and Chase (1981) reviewed surveys of the
type of instructional technology required to train exper
ienced trainees; they identified nine competency areas
for building an expert repertoire.

The surveys showed

that about 19% of training applications focused on teach
ing trainees to state facts, figures, and definitions.
From 50% to 98% focused on teaching trainee's to define
and recall complex tasks.
Their conclusion was that current typologies and
instructional programs are inadequate for the building of
expert repertoires.

For example, Bloom's taxonomy of

learning includes six classes:

knowledge, comprehension,

application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

John

son and Chase (1981) cite the following deficiencies with
such a typology:

(a) the classification is based on

inference; (b) the focus is on structural properties of
objectives, disregarding the context in which performance
occurs; and (c) the typology makes assumptions about the
difficulty of its various instructional classes.

But

Johnson and Chase emphasize that such a typology has two
even greater deficiencies:

(1) the classes are assumed

to be hierarchical and, (2) the typology classifies tasks
based on inferences about unobservable mental processes
(schema's) that yields low interrater reliability between
task and class.
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To elaborate, a hierarchy implies that one level of
learning precedes the next.

In other words, before a

learner can advance to higher levels of learning he or
she must first master the responses at preceding levels.
Although this is true in some cases, this is not always
supported by empirical evidence (White, 1973).
The use of inferred mental processes (schema's) pro
duces a lack of agreement when attempting to classify
instructional tasks.

It can be difficult to determine

whether to classify a learning task as synthesis or as
comprehension. For example, the task of constructing a
performance-management contingency might be classified as
application by one rater and classified as synthesis by a
different rater.
As an alternative to Bloomian typologies, Johnson
and Chase (1985) recommended using a typology based on
Skinner's (1957) analysis of verbal behavior, including
his concepts of echoic, textual, intraverbal, and tact.
The typology is a functional classification system that
accounts for four important weaknesses in other classifi
cation systems:

(1) the relations between stimulus

conditions and verbal performance is specified,

(2) the

typological classes are not assumed to be hierarchical,
(3) the classes can be applied across different content
areas with different populations of learners, and (4) the
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typology can be used to discriminate between basic and
extended or generalized learning (Table 1).
Table 1
Typology of Verbal Instructional Tasks
Elementary and
Conceptual Tasks

Examples

Echoic

Correctly repeat the following
lines from Shakespeare's Ham
let. Be sure to copy my into
nation closely.

Textual

Correctly copy the following
medical terms.

Transcriptive
Copying from text

Correctly copy the following
Chinese letters.

Taking dictation

Correctly spell the following
names for laboratory equipment
as I say them.

Intraverbal
Define/describe

Define reinforcement.

Example
identification

Say which of the following
written scenarios is an example
of positive reinforcement.

Example—request

Give an example of reinforce
ment.

Example
description

Describe the technical proper
ties of the plant specimens on
the laboratory table.

Example
identification

Say whether each of the follow
ing videotaped scenarios illus
trates assertive or aggressive
behavior.

Tact
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Table 1—Continued
Elementary and
Conceptual Tasks
Example
component
Analysis
Combinations

Source:

Johnson,
Analysis
Typology
lyst. 4,

______ Examples
Identify at least three dis
tinctive features of each of
the wines in the goblets in
front of you.
Any two or more of the above
tasks.
Includes tasks requir
ing mands.
K.R., & Chase, P.N. (1981). Behavior
in Instructional Design: A Functional
of Verbal Tasks. The Behavior Ana
p. 108. Reprinted by permission.

Concept-Discrimination Training
Discrimination training is one of the two methods of
concept training used in the present research.

This

discrimination training procedure involves discrimina
tions between examples and nonexamples of the concept
(Tiemann & Markle, 1990, pp. 111-112).

More specifical

ly, the student discriminates between examples containing
all the critical variables and nonexamples that do not
contain all the critical variables.
Consider the concept of effective performancemanagement contingency (example) versus ineffective
performance-management contingency (nonexample).

A

critical attribute is that the effective contingency must
have a deadline, at least for those contingencies de
signed to increase or maintain performance.

So an exam-
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pie would be as follows:
At 10:00 a.m., Bob will lose opportunity to borrow
the family car.

==>

Bob does the breakfast dishes.

==>

At 10:00 a.m., Bob will not lose opportunity to borrow
the family car.
And a nonexample would be as follows:
Bob does not have opportunity to borrow the family
car.

==>

Bob does the dishes.

==>

Bob has opportunity

to borrow the family car.
Incidentally, this second contingency is ineffec
tive, at least relatively ineffective, because it allows
Bob to procrastinate on doing the dishes much longer than
his parents might wish.
A new example results when variable features are
changed, like changing the reinforcer from the opportuni
ty to borrow the family car to the opportunity to get the
weekly allowance.
Nonexamples are close in when they differ from an
example by only one critical attribute (the deadline);
they are far out when they differ along many critical
variables at the same time (the deadline, the size of the
reinforcer, and the probability of the reinforcer).
Several close-in nonexamples of the critical variables
are necessary.

Discrimination training with close-in

examples is more difficult than with far-out examples,
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but it produces better conceptual control when presented
with novel examples.
The difficulty in concept training can be illustrat
ed in a study by Miller and Weaver (1976).

They evaluat

ed the effectiveness of a concept training program to
teach behavioral concepts, to determine if the program
ming resulted in generalization of the concept,
and to determine if the programmed text was more effec
tive than a traditional textbook.

The programmed materi

als consisted of an introduction, concept training, and
testing in four different concept areas, research meth
ods, stimulus control, aversive control, and reinforce
ment control.
First, all sections were effective in teaching the
concepts; subtest scores on the methods unit and aversive
control unit resulted in performance increases from 78%
and 67% correct respectively, to 95% correct.

Second,

results show that programmed materials were effective in
training for students to generalize and that different
components of the training materials resulted in succes
sive improvements in their ability to generalize.

Third,

a comparison of the effectiveness of programmed text
versus traditional text, students having read the pro
grammed text gained an average of 24% on posttest scores
and students having read the traditional text gained 15%
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on posttest scores.

Discrimination training and exempli

fication training are two different methods that can be
used to teach the same concept.

However, it is unclear

if one method has distinct advantages over the other
method.
Concept-Exemplification Training
Exemplification training differs from discrimination
training in some important ways, particularly in the
context of programmed instruction.

Exemplification

training requires the student to learn a different re
sponse than the response trained in discrimination train
ing.
An exemplification response requires that the learn
er "do" something, create or design a response contrasted
with a discrimination response which requires the learner
makes one of two or more responses that have been provid
ed.

From a methodological perspective exemplification

training is usually more resource intensive and usually
limited to one on one teaching.

Feedback cannot be

programmed easily; instead the trainer must observe the
student's response to provide feedback.

Exemplification

training requires that the student provide an example.
The construction response usually involves a chain of
behaviors before the end product is completed.

Errors
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can occur at any point in the chain.

Without corrective

feedback the student is likely to be discouraged and
fail.

The scoring criteria for exemplification responses

can be less objective or more variable than with discrim
ination responses, depending on the complexity of the
concept being trained.
Shimamune (1992) pointed out that when the desired
terminal response is an exemplification response, then it
may be more desirable to train using exemplification
rather than discrimination because studies have failed to
conclusively show functional dependence between response
classes, i.e., discrimination and construction responses
(Shimamune, 1992; Chase, Johnson, & Sulzer-Azaroff,
1985).

Further, testing, training, and scoring construc

tion responses are significantly more time consuming than
are testing, training, and scoring discrimination re
sponses (Shimamune, 1992; Tudor & Bostow, 1993).
Functional Independence and Transfer
Chase et al. (1985) also developed an instructional
program.

The instructional program involved programmed

concept training on three different concepts.

For each

concept subjects were tested using Skinner's (1957)
verbal classification system, specifically related to the
intraverbal which is divided into three different func-
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tional subclasses:

(1) defining concepts (definition),

(2) identifying novel examples of those concepts (dis
crimination), and (3) generating original examples of the
concepts (exemplification) (Table 1).
During training, subjects were given a prose passage
that defined, described, and exemplified the concept.
This was followed by definition, identification, and
exemplification tasks for the subject to complete.
Performance on each intraverbal task was measured in
terms of rate and accuracy (percentage correct).

Sub

jects were provided immediate feedback at the completion
of each question.

During testing for extension (testing

on items similar to training) and transfer (testing on
items that were novel), subjects were required to perform
on definition, identification, and exemplification tasks
without the prose passage.
were:

The experimental questions

Do subjects have different rates of accurate

responding during training for the three different intra
verbals?

Does training on one intraverbal facilitate

performance on a different intraverbal— simple transfer of
training?

And is training on some intraverbal tasks more

effective than training on others in producing higher
accuracy on test items requiring a combination of the
intraverbal tasks?
Performance on the identification (discrimination)
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problems was rapid, but filled with errors; performance
on definition and exemplification problems was slow but
accurate (Chase et al., 1985).

The authors suggested

that this hints at a functional difference among the
three intraverbal tasks.

They also found other data more

strongly supporting functional differences and even
functional independence among the three intraverbal
tasks.

Learning one type of intraverbal, e.g., defini

tion, did not increase performance on a different intra
verbal, e.g., exemplification.

This effect was evaluated

during the training sessions, where subjects were tested
using a counterbalanced Latin square experimental design.
Transfer of training differs from generalization,
but the two concepts are sometimes equated.

Suppose a

response is evoked by a novel stimulus possessing some,
but not all of the critical variables of the trained
stimulus.

In other words, the response is under weak

stimulus control by the critical variables of the con
cept.

By contrast, a response that is evoked by a novel

stimulus possessing many of the critical variables and
several variable attributes, is under better stimulus
control.

For example, if a child is trained to correctly

name a square, but later said "square" in the presence of
a rectangle, then the child would have made an error of
generalization.

A rectangle does not possess the criti-
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cal attribute of four equal lines intersecting to create
four right angles.

If the child said "square" in the

presence of a box, a square house, a block, or a square
picture frame the child would be demonstrating transfer
of training, synonymous with generic tact extension
(Alessi, 1987).

Generalized responses are only in error

when the same response is made to a novel stimulus out
side of the stimulus class for which the subject was
trained.

A generalized response tested in the presence

of a novel stimulus within the stimulus class for which
the subject was trained is not in error.
Gorrell (1993) evaluated the trainee's ability to
solve novel problems using concepts and rules from behav
ior analysis.

The results suggested that skills learned

in training transferred when the students were presented
with a novel problem.

In a 2 x (cognitive modeling

versus direct instruction) by 2 (implicit rules or ex
plicit rules) study, Gorrell found a statistically sig
nificant improvement on posttest concept scores.

And the

cognitive-modeling/implicit-rules group had higher concept-use posttest scores than the direct-instruction/
explicit-rules group when using behavior-analysis con
cepts to solve hypothetical classroom problems.

The

posttest scores for applying rules correctly, in hypo
thetical situations, significantly improved with both
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cognitive modeling and direct instruction.

The authors

did not describe either the cognitive-modeling or directinstruction teaching programs; therefore, it is unclear
whether these technologies were distinctly different or
if there was overlap.
The present study employs the typology recommended
by Johnson et al. (1985).
trained:
fication.

Two types of intraverbals were

concept-discrimination and concept-exempliThe third type of intraverbal, definition, was

not trained.

The term concept-discrimination training is

synonymous with Chase and Johnson's (1981) use of the
term identification.

One purpose for training each of

the two intraverbals is to determine if transfer of
training occurs, in other words, does training on con
cept-discrimination transfer to concept-exemplification?
Training is implemented using several examples and
nonexamples, then student performance is evaluated using
novel examples and nonexamples of the trained concept.
When students correctly discriminate between novel exam
ples and nonexamples, they have learned to discriminate
what is and is not the trained concept.

The smaller the

differences along some relevant attribute between exam
ples and nonexamples of a concept, the more difficult the
discrimination.

For instance the small but relevant

differences between a performance-management outcome with
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a deadline and a performance-management outcome without a
deadline will result in a more difficult discrimination
and thus more difficult concept formation.

Large multi-

attributional differences between an ineffective-natural
contingency and a performance-management contingency will
result in easy concept formation with regard to those two
concepts.
In the current research, all three types of intra
verbals—definition, discrimination, and exemplifi
cation—were part of the training materials.

The job aid

lists not only the critical variables but also the defi
nition of each attribute; the students were not required
to memorize the definitions; in other words, the check
list bypasses the need for training to state the defini
tions.

So presumably this job-aid checklist reduced the

amount of training time.

It would be more important for

the students to memorize the definitions of the critical
variables, if the students were using them every day, or
if fluency was crucial.

Each critical attribute was

elaborated in the workbook unit.

The workbook contained

sections on both concept-discrimination training and
concept-exemplification training.
Shimamune's (1992) results were mixed:

subjects

trained on the discrimination response did well on the
posttest discrimination questions and construction ques
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tions; however, subjects trained on the construction
response did less well on the posttest discrimination
questions, but performed better on the posttest construc
tion questions.

These results hint at the possibility

that teaching one type of task may be more effective than
another at facilitating transfer of training.

Chase et

al. (1985) found that performance accuracy differed
between identification tasks and definition or exemplifi
cation tasks, suggesting functional independence between
intraverbal subclasses.

Because of these results, the

present study attempted to test for transfer of training
or functional independence between two intraverbal re
sponse classes.

If, for example, a subject was trained

to discriminate between performance-management contingen
cies and ineffective-natural contingencies using discrim
ination training, would he or she be able to produce a
better example of each contingency without having re
ceived exemplification training, than if he or she had
received no discrimination training at all?

All groups

differed significantly from the control group on the con
struction posttest.

The construction-response group did

not perform significantly different than the reading
group or the concept-training group on the posttest
construction questions.

This finding was unexpected,

because theoretically it is anticipated that subjects
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trained on discrimination type questions have not learned
the prerequisite skills required to accurately respond to
exemplification tasks.

These results would seem to

support the notion of functional dependence between
response classes.

In other words, transfer of training

from one response class (discrimination versus construc
tion or construction versus discrimination) to another
response class seemed to occur.
Goal 4:

Testing the Value of Active Responding

Active Responding
The present study is a continuation of a line of
thematic research begun by Shimamune (1992) and Vunovich
(1994).

They tested two common assumptions of be

havioral ly-based programmed instruction:

The first as

sumption is that active responding (e.g., making explicit
discriminations between examples and nonexamples of a
concept) is more effective than passive responding (e.g.,
simply reading correctly classified examples and nonex
amples of a concept).
The second assumption concerned terminal response
training.

A terminal response is that response specified

in the objective (Brethower & Smalley, 1992).

For exam

ple, does training on discrimination tasks transfer to
testing using exemplification tests.

In other words, are
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these response classes functionally dependent (allowing
for transfer) or are they independent?
Shimamune’s study involved three experimental
groups; active concept training, active constructionresponse training, and passive concept training, and a
control group.

The construction-response training was an

exemplification task and the concept-training was a
discrimination task.

Both tasks were assessed on a pre

test/posttest measure.

Shimamune found significant

differences within groups from the pretest to the post
test scores at the P < .01 for all experimental groups,
using a paired-t test with 13 d f .
Performance improvement for the active concepttraining group and for the passive concept training group
were about equal and performance improvement for the
construction group was significantly less, on the dis
crimination questions.

The similar levels of improvement

obtained for the passive reading group and the active
concept-training group failed to support the need for
active responding.

In other words, active responding did

not improve performance on discrimination questions,
contrary to conventional behavioral wisdom, (Kinder &
Carnine, 1991).
One of the arguments against the active response
requirement is the lack of control for active responding
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in the passive-response-only groups.

A student could

covertly rehearse an answer or calculate the answer to a
math problem without making any overt response, like
writing a sentence or a number on paper.

Several factors

may contribute to the lack of data that support the
benefits of active responding (Silverman, 1978; Tobias,
1973).

One is that experienced learners most likely

possess a repertoire of problem solving skills and strat
egy implementation that is automatically implemented,
thus obviating the need for active responding.

Novice

learners may need to take an elemental approach to prob
lem solving; they may need to "think aloud" resulting in
overt behaviors that correspond to each step in the
problem solving process, even though the instructional
program did not explicitly require them.

Other reasons

why the benefits of active responding were not found may
be because of the learners' familiarity with the content
of the programmed instruction (Abraham & Kagen, 1975) or
the effectiveness of the instructional materials (Kemp &
Holland, 1966; Vargas, 1986).

Perhaps a series of sys

tematic replications to test for these individual effects
would result in a better understanding of the utility of
these common assumptions.
Todor and Bostow (1991) tested whether active re
sponding would improve concept learning measured by
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accuracy and generalization.

They developed an automated

instructional program; the content material was presented
on a computer using the principles of programmed instruc
tion.

They found active responding was more effective in

teaching the concepts than was passive responding or no
responding.

Students in the active-responding groups

averaged 14% more correct responses than students in the
read only groups LSD = 9.19.

Further, those subjects in

the active-responding groups had greater accuracy than
those in the passive-responding or read-only groups on
the posttest measure.

The active-response group showed a

statistically significant 13% gain (M = 48.2%) over the
passive-response group (M = 35.7%), F(l, 70) = 12.5, p <
.001.

When students were asked to make a construction

response using rules learned in the programmed instruc
tional material, results showed a 21% difference, F(l,
70) = 10.1, p < .001 between the two groups, passiveresponse group (M = 43% correct) and the active-response
group (M = 64% correct).

Finally the subjects in the

active-response group were able to accurately apply the
concepts of programmed instruction when developing novel
programs compared with the other groups, demonstrating
transfer of training.
Barbetta, Heron, and Heward, (1993) using an alter
nating treatment design, studied students with develop
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mental disabilities.

Students received either verbal

error-correction feedback where the teacher recited the
correct response, i.e., no student response, or the
student recited the correct response, i.e., active stu
dent response.

The no-student-response group in this

study is similar to groups labeled passive responding in
other studies.
Four test sessions for word learning were given on
the day of training and the day following training.

For

students in the active-student-response group, the mean
test scores, on the day of training were 5.4, 6.7, 7.8,
and 8.6.

For students in the no-student-response group,

these scores were 3.0, 4.6, 5.9 and 6.4 respectively.
For students in the active-student-response group, the
mean test scores, on the next day of training were 4.0,
6.5, 7.7, and 8.3.

For the no-student-response group,

these scores were 2.6, 4.2, 5.4, and 6.2 respectively.
Students in the active-student-response error correction
group learned and maintained more words than students in
the no-response-error correction group.

These results

demonstrate that active responding is more effective when
using an error correction procedure for instructional
word learning programs.

In the present study, active

responding was tested in both the concept-discrimination
training and concept-exemplification training.
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Behavioral-Based Instructional Programs
Employing Active Responding
Although there are many theories and strategies re
garding instructional technology, this section will focus
on behavioral-based theories, technologies, and applica
tions.

Behavioral-based instructional technology has

been available for decades, yet educators and some indus
trial trainers fail to utilize proven methods (Englemann
& Carnine, 1882; Markle, 1990; Cook, 1983).

Factors that

may account for failure to employ methods such as programmed-instruction technology include the extensive
development time of the instructional materials (Homme &
Glaser, 1959), the cost of development (Mechner, 1965),
and the inconsistent results regarding the effectiveness
of programmed instruction (Gilbert, 1959).

However,

programmed instruction has proven highly effective in
some learning environments.

The claims against pro

grammed instruction may be negligible when the cost and
time for development is considered from a long-term
perspective.

The initial time and investment is large;

but, the long-term gain can be substantial.
Two behavioral programs that have successfully em
ployed program instruction are direct instruction and
precision teaching, and both require active responding.
Both strategies most frequently have been used to help
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children who are behind in the educational system.
Direct instruction is a teaching technology that has
been successfully employed by a select group of educators
for more than 20 years.

The theoretical foundation of

direct instruction is comprised of three components:
empirically based analysis of behavior, logically based
analysis of communication, and the logical organization
of the analysis of knowledge systems (Engelmann &
Carnine, 1982).
Project Follow Through is probably the largest study
in the history of educational research where the effec
tiveness of different instructional technologies was
compared.

This study was conducted across 22 sites

(Engelmann, Becker, Carnine, & Gersten, 1988).

Most

sites involved students from disadvantaged backgrounds
performing below national norms on standardized tests.
Generally, these students were followed from kindergarten
through the third grade.

By the end of the third grade a

comparison was made of percentile scores on M.A.T. total
reading scores, total math scores, spelling scores, and
language scores.

This comparison revealed that students

in the direct-instruction group were at or above national
norms on all measures.

A behavior-analysis group (using

traditional programmed instruction and contingency man
agement) was also evaluated.

These students were at or
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above national norms on spelling and total reading.
Behavioral-based instructional design includes four
principles:
strategies,

(1) responding overtly in teaching rules and
(2) selecting a range of examples varying on

irrelevant attributes while retaining similar attri
butes, (3) sequencing examples to provide students with
alternating examples and nonexamples that vary on fine
discriminations, and (4) ultimately, making the trained
behavior covert and automatic.

The success of direct

instruction rests on both the instructional materials and
the teaching of those materials using brisk pacing and
student-error correction procedures.

Two extra recom

mended features are the use of small groups and repeated
practice (Kinder & Carnine, 1991).
Binder, Haughton, and Van Eyk (1990) reported the
findings of a study of attention span with kindergartenthrough-eighth-grade students.

They studied the effects

of shorter versus longer practice duration's (15-second
intervals up to 16-minute intervals) of digit writing.
They found that those students who were less fluent wrote
fewer digits and produced more errors with increasing
time intervals; in fact, in some cases students stopped
working.

Students who had attained fluency (rapid,

accurate responding) were able to work for longer periods
of time.
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In a second study reported in the same paper, these
authors tested first-grade students in a premultiplica
tion skill.

The students were required to write to 20 by

2's for periods ranging from 2 minutes to 10 minutes.
They found that when students had not achieved fluency,
but were required to perform at longer intervals, they
had reduced learning rates compared to those students who
had achieved fluency.
Precision teaching was developed in free-operant
laboratories (Lindsley, 1992) and shares the same presen
tation principles as direct instruction, including selfpacing, mastery criteria, practice, and charting of per
formance using "standard celeration charts" (Binder,
1988).

The benefits of precision teaching are improved

retention, increased attention span or endurance, and an
improved ability to apply skills fluently to novel situa
tions (Binder, 1987).

Fluency (a high rate of accurate

performance) is the key to precision teaching.
Most programs applying the two behavioral-based
instructional technologies have been targeted at disad
vantaged children.

One program, Morningside Academy,

started its work with children labeled attention-deficit
disorder.

The program has now added literacy training

for adults and uses a variety of instructional materials
and techniques including direct instruction, precision
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teaching, personalized system of instruction, and the
methods of Tiemann and Markle (1990).

A similar program

at Malcolm X College in Chicago, Illinois uses the same
instructional design technology to teach disadvantaged
precollege students basic college-level skills (Johnson,
1991); both are private sector programs.
Experimental Purpose
To answer experimental questions concerning the
necessity of active responding and functional indepen
dence, three experimental groups differed (a) as to
whether active-discrimination training was required, (b)
whether active-exemplification training was required, or
(c) whether passive responding on both types of training
was sufficient.

A fourth group, the control group, re

ceived instructional materials related to basic behavior
al contingencies.

There were a pretest and a posttest,

identical across the four groups.

Experimental materials

in this study included two workbook units covering the
three-contingency model.

These instructional materials

were based on the programmed instructional technology
developed by Tiemann and Markle (1990).
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CHAPTER I I

METHOD
Subjects and Setting
Fifty-eight male and female undergraduate students
between the ages 18-60 participated in the study;

15

students in each of groups one and two and 14 students in
each of groups three and four.
from the analysis:

Two students were dropped

one in group two and one in group

four, because they were absent from class and did not
take the pretest.

Student volunteers were enrolled in

three sections of Psychology 360, Concepts and Principles
of Behavior Analysis, during the 1994 winter semester, at
Western Michigan University.

Each participant was given

an informed consent form and the risks and benefits were
explained, along with acknowledgment of the participant's
right to withdrawal from the study without prejudice or
penalty at any time (Appendix A ) .
Materials
Workbook and Checklist
The materials in this experiment consisted of two
workbook units designed to teach the three-contingency
60
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model of performance management (Appendix B).

These two

assignments followed textbook assignments on rule-gov
erned behavior, including a brief introduction to the
three-contingency model.

The two workbook units included

objectives for the units, definitions of the three con
tingencies used in the model, and definitions of the 14
critical variables used to evaluate correctness of appli
cations of the model.

In keeping with the direct-in-

struction approach described earlier, most of the two
workbook units involved examples and nonexamples of
contingencies meeting each of the 14 critical variables.
Students in two of the three experimental groups were
required to discriminate, using multiple-choice ques
tions, violations of the criteria defined in the threecontingency model of performance-management checklist.
Students in one of the three experimental groups were
required to construct original examples of the three
contingencies— diagraming original contingencies and
generating original applications of the three-contingency
model.
Mastery Test
A pre/posttest was developed.

The test consisted of

completed, correct examples of the three-contingency
model of performance management followed by 18 multiple-
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choice discrimination-questions and one exemplificationresponse question.

Multiple-choice questions required

the student to discriminate among natural contingencies,
performance-management contingencies, and theoretical
contingencies and to evaluate that contingency in
terms of the 14 critical variables.

The construction-

response question required the student to generate an
original example of an application of the three-contin
gency model.
Materials Development
The experimenter refined the three-contingency model
and developed the two units over a period of four months.
A major part of this process involved the identification
of the 14 critical variables, followed by the creation of
a checklist (job aid) listing those criteria and their
definitions (Appendix C).

The experimenter developed

instructional instances of contingencies meeting and
failing to meet each critical variable.

These materials

were tested with thirteen students in Psychology 460,
Survey of Behavior Analysis Research (students who had
completed Psychology 360).

After each evaluation test

with two to four of those students, the experimenter
would revise and then retest the instructional materials.
The same procedure was followed for the development of a
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pretest/posttest instrument, involving eight students
(Appendix D ) .
Procedure
Within each of the three sections of Psychology 360,
students were randomly assigned to one of four groups:
three experimental groups and a control group.

The three

experimental groups differed among themselves in terms of
the structure of the workbook assignments, but not the
content of those assignments.
Subjects were randomly assigned within each section
to avoid potential biases within classroom settings.
(Otherwise, such a bias would have occurred because the
students were assigned to each section based on a pretest
score at the beginning of the semester; thus, students
scoring in the low range were in one section, students
scoring in the middle range the next section and students
scoring in the high range the third section.)

Next, all

students in each section were given the pretest, workbook
units and four days later followed by the second workbook
unit and the posttest.
Active Concept-Discrimination and Active ConceptExemplification Response Group (AD-AE^
Workbook assignments included active conceptdiscrimination between instances meeting and not meeting
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the 14 critical variables and active concept-exemplifica
tion training.

In concept-exemplificaticn training,

students constructed original examples of key concepts
and applications of the three-contingency model, using
contingency diagramming.

This group and the other two

experimental groups used the 14-critical variables check
list as a job aid during their workbook assignments.
Passive Concept-Discrimination and Passive ConceptExemplification Response Group (PD-PE)
These workbook assignments included active conceptdiscrimination training and passive concept-exemplificat
ion training.

In place of the active concept-exemplif-

ication requirements, the students read completed exam
ples of the concepts and applications.
Active Concept-Discrimination and Passive ConceptExemplification Response Group (AD-PE )
These workbook assignments included active conceptdiscrimination training and passive concept-exemplification training.

The concept-exemplification questions

were correctly answered where the student in the active
concept-exemplification group would have had to come up
with his or her own answer.
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Control Group (C)
These workbook assignments included two sets of in
structional materials, the first pertaining to the eight
contingencies of reinforcement and the second pertaining
to punishment and penalty (Appendix E).
Mastery Test
Immediately prior to the first workbook assignment
and immediately following the second workbook assignment,
subjects in all four groups completed the pre/posttest
(described earlier).

The control group not only con

trolled for potential confounds that might occur between
the pretest and the posttest, but they also controlled
for the effects of taking the same test twice.
General Procedures
During the first of two, two-hour class sessions,
each student completed the pretest and the first workbook
unit, according to the group to which the student was
randomly assigned.

During the second class session, each

student completed the second workbook unit and then the
posttest.

Four days separated the two sessions.

The conduct of the study was part of the planned
course in the usual classroom setting.

Students received
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20 points for classroom participation and 20 points for
the workbook assignment.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Concept-Discrimination
None of the four groups showed statistically signif
icant improvement from pretest to posttest on the dis
crimination questions (analysis of covariance:
1.27, P > .2940).

F(3,57) =

Therefore, it is not surprising that

there were no significant differences among the four
groups on the discrimination questions in the posttest
(Table 2).
Table 2
Concept-Discrimination Training:
Mastery Test Mean Scores
Group
AD-AE

PD-PE

AD-PE

C

Pretest

13.7

15.

13.8

13.9

Posttest

14.5

15.2

13.6

14.1

Note:

The maximum number of points for the concept discrimination section of the mastery test was 18.
Lower-Scoring and Higher-Scoring
Being further from the asymptotes, students scoring

lower on the pretest might have benefitted more from the
67
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workbook than higher-scoring students.

Students in all

groups were combined and ranked, for the purpose of
calculating an overall median score dividing students
into higher-scoring students and lower-scoring students.
A median score for all groups was calculated, dividing
all students into two groups.

Students with a score of

14 and below were in the lower-scoring group and students
with a score over 14 were in the higher-scoring group.
Subjects' data were then presented by group, resulting in
eight subgroups.
The difference between the mean pretest and posttest
scores was then computed for each of the eight subgroups,
reflecting the amount of improvement from pretest to
posttest for each subgroup.

All lower-scoring subjects

in the experimental groups showed mean score increases on
posttest scores while all higher-scoring experimental
groups showed mean score decreases on posttest scores
(Table 3).
An analysis of variance comparing low-scoring sub
jects with higher scoring subjects revealed a significant
difference between higher-scoring and lower-scoring
students on the posttest, F(3,57) = 16.77, P < .0001, but
there was no significant between-group effect, F(l,56) =
1.01, P > .3946.
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Table 3
Concept-Discrimination:

Mean Difference Scores
Group

AD-AE
Lower-Scoring

1.5

Higher-Scoring

-0.14

AD-PE

PD-PE
0.83

0.44
-1.

-0.25

C
0.43
-0.17

Concept-Exemplification
None of the four groups showed statistically sig
nificant differences; using an analysis of covariance,
from the pretest to the posttest between experimental
groups on the exemplification response, F(3,56) = 1.24, P
< .3041 (Table 4).

Each student was asked to diagram a

solution to an original problem using the three-contin
gency model of performance management.

The concept-

exemplification response was scored using the 14 critical
variables in the three-contingency model of performancemanagement checklist (Figure 1).
Table 4
Concept-Exemplification:

Mastery Test Mean Scores
Group

Pretest
Posttest

C

AD-AE

PD-PE

AD-PE

10.8

10.5

11.

10.7

9.5

10.5

10.5

10.5
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Homework Units
There were only two groups actively answering dis
crimination questions on the homework units: AD-AE and
AD-PE.

The other experimental group read the questions

and answers were filled in for them.

There were no mean

differences between experimental groups on the discrimi
nation responses; 73 points were possible.

The active

concept-discrimination and active concept-exemplification
group (AD-AE) had a mean score of 62.9 or 86% and the
active concept-discrimination and passive concept-ex
emplification group had a mean score of 63.8 or 87%.
Only one group actively answered the concept-exemplifica
tion questions; 19 points were possible.

The mean score

for the AD-AE group was 13.6 or 72% for the conceptexemplification response.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
General
The results of this study showed no changes from
pretest to posttest for any of the three experimental
groups or the control group on either concept discrimina
tion or concept exemplification.

It was not possible to

test for transfer of training from one type of intra
verbal response to another due to the lack of improvement
from the pretest to the posttest.
Because the mean pretest scores ranged from 76% to
80% and posttest scores ranged from 75% to 84%, the lack
of a change from the pretest to posttest can not be
attributed to a ceiling effect.
In this study, there was considerable room for im
provement as posttest scores only ranged from 75% to 84%;
therefore, there is a need for more effective instruc
tional materials.

However, there might have been a

training effect if the student population had been more
naive about the content materials.
The confounding effects of administering the job-aid
during both the pretest and the posttest make it impos-
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sible to evaluate the separate contributions of the
homework and the job-aid on the mastery test scores.

In

other words, if the students had been given the pretest
without the job-aid, it is conceivable that the pretest
scores could have been much lower.

Therefore, the post

test scores could have been significantly different from
the pretest scores for the experimental groups.
This speculation raises an important question re
garding the value of instructional materials, that is,
are instructional materials necessary or can job-aids
serve the same purpose?

Essentially the use of a job-aid

may decrease need for effective instructional materials;
that is, instructional materials must be more effective
when a job-aid is not available in order to produce
increments demonstrating performance improvement.

In

traditional programmed instruction, job aids are used
infrequently.

A study could be designed to assess the

importance of job aids by using a job-aid during training
for one of two experimental groups.

A difference on the

posttest scores between the group with the job-aid and
the experimental groups without the job-aid would be
evidence of the learning effects contributed by the
job-aid.
Assuming the study design in the present study was
sound, then the lack of significant results must be
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related to the job aid, the independent variable, the
dependent variable, or procedural issues.
is a discussion of these areas.

What follows

However, before return

ing to these sources as causes for the lack of experi
mental effects, first consider in some detail the process
used to develop the materials in the present study—more
specifically the development of the checklist and the
subsequent revisions.
Instructional Materials Development
A heuristic method was used to develop the homework
units, the job-aid, and the mastery test.
method involves a calibration system.

A heuristic

That is, the

developer designs an approximate set of materials and
then tests them out in the population to be tested.

The

system is dependent on the feedback provided by the
learners to fine tune the instructional materials.
Student feedback is subsequently incorporated to refine
the instructional materials.
Instructional design involves the systematic evalua
tion and revision of draft materials (Williams, 1983;
Cambre, 1981).

Dick and Carey (1990) describe four basic

types of formative evaluation, including expert review,
one-to-one evaluation, small group evaluation, and field
test evaluation.

The present study used a combination of
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the small group evaluation method and an alternative to a
formative evaluation, the dyadic evaluation.

In this

case, the evaluator administered a rough draft of the
instructional materials to two to four students while
documenting feedback and responses provided by students.
The students' feedback is then used to modify instruc
tional materials and another group of students is tested
with the revised materials.
ness' of this method:

There are two weak

first, there are no time data

(data that show how much time it takes to complete the
instructional materials); and second, it is not possible
to get an individual's opinion.

This method was used for

both the workbook materials development and the mastery
test development, with a sample of 17 students.

Although

the materials could use additional revisions this method
proved to be efficient for the needs of the study.
Job-aid Checklist
A job-aid is used to decrease time required for
training and to increase rate and accuracy of performance
with or without training.

Further, job-aids are useful

where a process is complex and performance is infrequent.
Harless (1985) refers to a job-aid as memory stored on
paper to direct the work of real time.

Plummer, Gillis,

Legree, and Sanders (1992) found that use of a job aid
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increased performance when operating a mobile subscriber
radio-telephone terminal.

The group with job-aid plus

demonstration showed a reduction in operation times and
had fewer errors than a group receiving a demonstration
and use of the technical manual.
In the present study, the job-aid was used with both
the pretest/posttest (dependent variable) and the work
book (independent variable).

Each contingency—the inef

fective-natural contingency, the performance-management
contingency, and the theoretical contingency—possesses a
number of critical variables.

The critical variables

were identified and then incorporated into a job-aid to
help students learn how to correctly identify and con
struct each contingency in the three-contingency model.
Development of the three-contingency model of per
formance management was designed for use in the context
of classroom teaching.

The ineffective-natural contin

gency, for example, possesses the following critical
attributes:

it must (a) be natural,

(b) be ineffective,

(c) affect quality of life, (d) have a small outcome, or
(e) have an improbable outcome.

However, there may be

other critical variables that define the ineffectivenatural contingency that are yet undiscovered.

The

discovery of new critical variables rests on two factors:
(1) the student's learning history and (2) changes in the
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context in which the student learns how to identify
components of the model and its' application.

This is

because conceptual information is not concrete or static;
the critical variables are subject to alteration as a
function of the evolution of the theory and i t 's appli
cations .
The original job-aid checklist was developed with
the intention of identifying and including all of the
critical variables for each contingency and the model.
However, it was discovered that even when each contingen
cy in the model was correct the entire model could be
wrong, if for example, the behavior in each contingency
was different.

Therefore, each contingency was evaluated

using the associated critical variables and another set
of criteria was developed that applied to the entire
model.

Repeated experimentation, in both experimental

conditions and during the materials revisions sessions
proved that the full set of instructional materials would
be subject to ongoing revisions.

The purpose of the

model is to effectively manage performance.

What follows

is a discussion of the three contingencies in the model
and their associated critical variables.
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Ineffective-Natural Contingencies
One of the reasons people fail to perform effec
tively and consistently is because outcomes occurring in
natural environments are often small but cumulative and
improbable.

These are referred to as natural contingen

cies because they occur without the intentional interven
tion of another person.

Thus, the first critical vari

able that must be met for a contingency to be considered
an ineffective-natural contingency, is that it is opera
tive prior to performance management, that is, no one
intentionally manipulates the consequences to increase or
maintain performance.
A second outcome for the ineffective-natural contin
gency is that it must affect quality of life.

This

critical variable was selected because if the outcome
does not affect quality of life, then who really cares?
Quality of life is an ambiguous but important concept,
that affects the physical, psychological, social, and
spiritual well-being of an individual or society.

Most

adjectives defining quality of life can be quantified,
sometimes through direct observation, self-report, or
caregiver reports.

The term can be defined more broadly

to include economic and vocational well-being and satis
faction with different aspects of one's life.

It is

difficult to create instructional materials for this
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critical variable because an outcome opposite quality of
life suggests some "meaningless" outcome that nobody
cares about.

And this distinction is generally obvious.

The third critical attribute is that the contingency
must be ineffective.

Ineffective contingencies are the

reason we need performance-management contingencies.
However, not all natural contingencies are ineffective.
If the natural contingency is effective, there is no need
for the performance-management contingency.

For example,

if you burn your finger on a hot light bulb, the burnt
finger that immediately follows touching the hot light
bulb, decreases the likelihood of touching a hot light
bulb in the future.

In this case, nobody has intervened

to reduce hot light bulb touching, yet there is a de
creased likelihood the person will touch hot light bulbs
in the future and this is effectively controlled by a
natural punishment contingency.
The fourth and fifth critical variables that qualify
a contingency as an ineffective-natural contingency
include outcomes that are small but cumulative and out
comes that are improbable.

Cumulatively significant

outcomes don't affect behavior because each individual
instance is too small to control behavior. Examples of
small outcomes are easy to find in health care.
the dieting problem.

Consider

Most people eat candy, ice-cream,
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and other junk foods because there are immediate payoffs.
Eating an apple instead of a candy bar has small but
cumulative benefits, that is, prevention of weight gain,
healthier teeth and good digestion; however, the outcome
of eating a single apple is so small, though cumulatively
significant, that it often fails to control eating of
apples regularly.
The last type of outcome is the improbable outcome.
Improbable outcomes pertain to health and safety issues,
also legal issues, but in this case you are often then
dealing with a performance-management outcome.

For

example, it is improbable you will get in a motorcycle
accident and suffer from a head injury if you do not wear
your helmet.

Being injured in the accident is a safety

issue and wearing a helmet is a legal issue that involves
a performance-management contingency.
None of the critical variables for the ineffective
contingency were altered as a result of the feedback ob
tained from the testing situation or the mastery test
results.

That is, students made few errors on the sec

tion involving ineffective-natural contingencies.
Performance-Manaqement Contingencies
The motorcycle example demonstrates the need for a
performance-management contingency.

In this case, the
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outcome is controlled by the intentional intervention of
another person—representatives of the law.

There are

five original critical variables for the performancemanagement contingency.

The first, illustrated in the

motorcycle example, is that it must be added.

The con

tingency is usually added by a performance manager;
someone who is attempting to change the behavior of the
managed.

The relationship between the first critical

attribute—an added contingency— and

the second critical

attribute—presents an interesting problem.

Effective

performance-management contingencies are designed to
increase the behavior of verbal clients and usually
involve a deadline.
However, a natural contingency may also have an
added deadline, though not necessarily for the purpose of
controlling another persons behavior.

There is confusion

concerning the difference between a performance-manage
ment deadline and a natural deadline.

Natural contingen

cies with deadlines are not designed for the purpose of
managing behavior.

Further, natural contingencies with

deadlines are not limited to nonhuman forces of nature
like the light dark cycle or the planting season.

In

stead, natural contingencies include deadlines imposed by
humans necessary to maintain the operating procedures in
a system that accomplishes its mission.

For example, in
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the airline industry, would you consider flight departure
and arrival times a performance-management contingency or
a matter of standard operating procedure?

Is the flight

departure time designed to control passengers' behavior,
in the sense it is performance management?

Is the air

line company concerned whether or not the passenger
arrives by the scheduled departure time?

The departure

and arrival times are natural contingencies required to
accomplish the systems mission.

A coworker constantly

reminding another coworker that the plane is about to
leave is a performance-management deadline.
This issue was addressed in a follow-up classroom
session.

A show of hands revealed that more than 50%

students equated performance-management deadlines with
standard operating procedures; under 50% thought it was
different, because the airline company was not intention
ally manipulating behavior to change performance.
The third critical attribute, the analog to avoid
ance contingency, is designed to increase or maintain
performance.

With verbal clients, a performance-manage

ment contingency is usually an indirect-acting contingen
cy, but can be a direct-acting reinforcement or even an
escape contingency.

Indirect-acting contingencies may be

analogs to the avoidance of an aversive condition or
analogs to the loss of an opportunity to get a reinforcer
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analogs to the loss of an opportunity to get a reinforcer
(usually the latter).

Direct acting avoidance contingen

cies may be related to either the loss of a reinforcer or
the avoidance of an aversive outcome.
Effective performance-management analog to avoidance
contingencies must produce outcomes that are both sizable
(the fourth critical variable) and probable (the fifth
critical variable).

Sizable outcomes are large enough to

control behavior but not unnecessarily large.

For exam

ple, if an employer is having a difficult time with an
employee who leaves early every day, the employer may
arrange a performance contract with the employee.

The

contract stipulates the terms of agreement, where the
employee is docked one hour of pay for each quarter of
hour he or she leaves early.

an

The outcome is both prob

able and sizable.
Theoretical Contingencies
The performance-management contingency is required
because the natural contingency is ineffective.

The

performance-management contingency, because it is usually
an analog, has delayed consequences.

However, the notion

of control from a distance is inconsistent with a molecu
lar analysis of behavior.

That is, for reinforcement or

punishment to occur, consequences must be immediate.
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Therefore, a direct-acting theoretical contingency is
proposed explaining the effectiveness of the performancemanagement contingency.

Three critical variables were

identified for the direct-acting, theoretical contingen
cy.
First, the contingency must be direct-acting.

Theo

retical contingencies result from the statement of a rule
involving a delayed outcome in the performance-management
contingency.

For example, if the performance manager

pays the student $5 on Friday, for each hour of study
that week , then the associated theoretical contingency
would be the student's fear of the loss of that $5 for
failure to study.

The student states the rule of

"if I

do not study this next hour, I will not be paid $5."

The

cumulative payment for each hour of study is delayed;
but, the fear of the loss of the money related to the
performance-management contingency is immediate.
The direct-acting contingency is then an escape con
tingency, the second critical attribute.

Consequences

for failure to comply with the rule in the performancemanagement contingency immediately produces an aversive
condition for the behavior that produces "fear" or "anxi
ety. "

However, this aversive condition is not likely to

be overtly detected, instead it is inferred.
The third critical attribute is that the contingency
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must be inferred, not directly observable by another
person.

However, some bhavior analysts may argue that

fear and anxiety are inappropriate concepts and that we
should avoid explanations of behavior that involve
unobservable events.

Nonetheless, the contingency must

be inferred for it to be a theoretical contingency.
Checklist Chances
The fourteen critical variables just described
represent critical variables defining each contingency in
the performance-management model.

Although the critical

attribute checklist was intended to be complete, several
errors occurred on the concept-exemplification question
of the mastery test suggesting the need for further
revision to the checklist.

No changes were made to the

section on natural contingencies.
Two changes were made in the section on performancemanagement contingencies.

Both changes were related to

the deadline variable because 72% of the students were
marked off for failing to specify the deadline, on both
the pretest and posttest.

The original deadline variable

was subdivided into two critical variables for clarifying
performance-management deadlines

First a new critical

attribute was added, the explicit deadline—when there is
a deadline.

The deadline must be explicitly stated in
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the before and after conditions.

For example, one stu

dent used the model to increase daily exercise; however,
the deadline was not explicitly stated,
Ineffective-natural contingency

Slight muscle tone.

==>

Walk .5 mile.

==>

Slightly more muscle tone.
Performance-management contingency

Lose opportunity for $5.00.

==>

Walk .5 mile.

==>

Won't lose opportunity for $5.00.
Inferred direct-acting contingency

Fear loss of $5.00.

==>

Walk .5 mile.

==>

No

fear of loss of $5.00.
In this example, the deadline is not specified in
the performance-management contingency, which leads one
to consider this individual could walk .5 mile today or
next week or next year.

The purpose of performance

management is to change behavior in the desired direc
tion; therefore, responses are time limited and after a
certain point the behavior will not have any effect.
Therefore, it is critical to specify the deadline.

The

addition of the explicit deadline variable should clarify
this problem.

The correct way to state this would have

been,
Performance-management contingency

Will lose opportunity to earn $5.00, by 9.00 p.m.
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tonight.

==>

Walk .5 mile.

==>

Won't lose opportunity

to earn $5.00, by 9.00 pm.
The second change to the deadline critical attribute
which was changed to deadlines for avoidance— deadlines
are needed only for analogs to avoidance, not analogs to
punishment.

This change helps to clarify under which

conditions a deadline is needed, that is, with avoidance
analogs which have indirect-acting contingencies, not
with analogs to punishment or direct acting contingencies
of reinforcement.
The poststudy changes to the section on theoretical
contingencies were substantial; only the escape critical
attribute remained the same, two other critical variables
were changed and a fourth critical attribute was added.
The first critical attribute changed was the indirectacting performance-manacrement contingency— when the
performance-management contingency is indirect-acting, an
inferred theoretical, direct-acting contingency is re
quired.

If the performance-management contingency is

direct-acting, no theoretical contingency is required.
This change was intended to facilitate the student's
ability to discriminate between indirect-acting and
direct-acting performance-management contingencies, thus
the necessity for a theoretical contingency.

Students

occasionally used a theoretical contingency when the
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performance-management contingency was direct-acting.

In

this case, there is no need to infer a theoretical con
tingency because, the performance-management contingency
is direct-acting and is, thus, sufficient unto itself.
An example of this problem follows,
Ineffective natural contingency

Angie has one level of social skill.
takes a forkful of food.

==>

==>

Angie

Angie has an infinitesi-

mally improved social skills.
Performance-management contingency

Angie will not receive praise immediately.
Angie takes a forkful of food.

==>

==>

Angie receives imme

diate praise.
Theoretical contingency

Angie fears no praise.
of food.

==>

==>

Angie takes a forkful

Angie does not fear no immediate praise.

In this case, it is unnecessary to infer a theoreti
cal contingency because the performance-management con
tingency is direct-acting.
The second change was to the inferred critical
attribute.

The definition of the inferred-contingency

critical attribute was altered to strengthen the non-ob
servable aspect of the theoretical contingency, that is,
this contingency must be an inferred direct-acting con
tingency, rather than an observable direct-acting contin-
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gency.

The opposite of nonobservable is observable.

Nonobservable events are sometimes referred to as private
events.

Private events like anger or pain are accompa

nied by public events like grimacing or crying.

However,

the observer has no contact with the internal stimuli
that have generated the anger or pain (Michael, 1993).
Private events unlike public events are difficult to
define.
The three-contingency model is based on rule-gov
erned behavior, behavior that is controlled by a verbal
description of the contingencies.

These contingencies

are generally indirect-acting contingencies with delays
of greater than 60 seconds.

Therefore, it is necessary

to explain the control of behavior by rules in terms of
the elementary principles of behavior; or direct-acting
contingencies of reinforcement and punishment, thus the
theoretical contingency.

The theoretical contingency is

both inferred and direct-acting.

In the original check

list, no direct-acting critical attribute was included,
but for these reasons and student errors, it has been
added to the revised checklist accounting for the third
change.
The fourth modification included addition of a new
critical variable—the inferred contingency must relate to
the indirect-acting performance-management contingency,
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not to the ineffective-natural contingency.

When scoring

terminal construction responses, one frequent error was
associating the theoretical contingency with the ineffec
tive-natural contingency.

An example of this problem

follows,
ineffective-natural contingency

One level of health.

==>

Eat one apple.

==>

Slightly better level of health .
and the performance-management contingency would be
Will lose $1 at 5:00 p.m. tonight.
apple. ==>

==>

Eat one

Will not lose $1 at 5:00 p.m. tonight,

and the theoretical contingency would be
Fear of losing $1.

==>

Eat one apple.

==> No fear

of losing $1.
Instead, students made the following common error
relating the theoretical contingency to the ineffectivenatural contingency:
Fear of being unhealthy.

==>

Eat one apple.

==>

Less fear of being unhealthy.
Although these changes to the checklist may improve
the students' ability to discriminate between examples
and nonexamples of each contingency in the three-con
tingency model of performance management, it is likely
that future revisions will result based on student feed
back and performance.
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Independent Variable
Having reviewed the materials development process,
we now return to explore three possible reasons why the
present study results were insignificant.

First the

independent variable—the homework units and the job-aid.
In retrospect, the job-aid was intended to function
as an algorithm.

An algorithm is a set of procedures to

follow to solve a given type of problem; for instance, a
math problem.

As long as each step is followed in an

algorithm, you will arrive at the correct answer.

In

contrast to a heuristic system, no feedback is required;
the answer is determined by correctly following the
sequence of steps designed to solve a particular problem
(G. Alessi, personal communication, October 4, 1994).
Three inadequacies of the study materials became
clearer after the study.

The first problem was assuring

that a complete set of critical variables was used.

The

checklist, used like an algorithm—a problem- solving
tool—was incomplete, as it was discovered, and therefore
it was ineffective. In fact, the original checklist
required additions, deletions, and modifications follow
ing the study.

This resulted because of the heuristic

method used to identify the original critical variables.
The critical variables were selected based on a logical
analysis of the theory of rule governed behavior and
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and ambiguities of the instructional materials.

To

determine if the critical variables for the concept had
been included in that concept domain, repeated testing
with students was required.

Each of these critical

variables was trained using both discrimination questions
and construction questions.
A second area that could be improved upon, would be
in the design of the instructional materials.

It would

be beneficial first, to increase the number of questions
for each critical variable, and second, to improve upon
the design of the questions providing more close in
examples and nonexamples.

Teimann and Markle (1990)

discuss the importance of using examples and nonexamples
of concepts that vary on only a single critical variable.
However, the number of critical variables identified by
the material designer is dependent on the context in
which the concept will be applied.

For example, if you

teach a child to discriminate between a horse and a dog,
the critical attribute could be size, especially if the
child is only required to make this discrimination in the
home environment.

However, if this child is now exposed

to other environments, like a zoo, then the discrimina
tion along the single critical variable of size is no
longer adequate.

Then it is necessary to teach discrimi

nations between dog and bird or dog and chimpanzee, while
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carefully selecting additional critical variables that
teach these discriminations (G. Alessi, personal communi
cation, October 4, 1994).

In practice, it is probably

the case, that instructional materials are continuously
revised as the context in which they are used changes or
the history the learner brings to the situation is more
varied.

Essentially difficulties with instructional

materials can be related to the context, the learner, or
some combination of the two.
A third area of improvement involves the question of
sequencing.

Englemann and Carnine (1982) point out that

flawless learning occurs when the questions are sequenced
correctly.

What this means is that teaching a concept

involves teaching each component of that concept after it
has been broken into its lowest common denominator.
Beginning with the lowest common denominator, you build
on the concept step by step, providing enough examples
and nonexamples for each step.
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Dependent Variable
The scores on the mastery test were not different
from pretest to posttest.

One explanation could be

related to the insensitivity of the mastery test.

Al

though the mastery test was designed to include questions
pertaining to all of the critical variables, the ques
tions may not have been comprehensive enough.

For exam

ple, one of the critical variables for the theoretical
contingencies was the indirect-acting performance-manage
ment contingency.

That is, the need for a theoretical

contingency when the performance-management contingency
is indirect-acting.

However, on the mastery test many of

the students thought you needed a theoretical contingency
when the performance-management contingency was direct
-acting, even though this was trained explicitly in the
instructional materials and in the checklist.

There was

room for significant improvement on the posttest compared
with pretest scores.
Procedural Issues
In general, study procedures were well controlled.
It was advantageous to have the students complete the
workbook units within a controlled environment.

However,

the contingencies applied to the students performance on
the in-class workbook units may have been ineffective
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because the rules were not explicitly stated.

That is,

the students were told at the beginning of both class
sessions that their participation on the in class work
book assignment would earn them their usual points—20
points for class participation and 20 points for outside
homework completion.

However, the critical difference

was that usual take-home homework assignments were graded
on number of correct responses and students understood
this rule.

Students completing the in-class workbook

units received 20 points unrelated to the accuracy of
their performance.

And students were never explicitly

told they had to earn points based on accuracy of their
responses on the in-class workbook units.
It is conceivable the students may not have come
into contact with the workbook materials, particularly
the read only group—passive responding.

If the students

did not come into direct contact with the materials they
would not show improvements from pretest to posttest.
However, this is unlikely given that neither the active
response group nor the passive response group showed
posttest improvements.
Summary
In summary, there were four objectives of the pres
ent study:
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1.

To refine the three-contingency model of per

formance management based on a theory of rule-governed
behavior.
2. To develop university level instructional materi
als to teach the three-contingency model of performance
management.
3. To test for transfer of training within response
classes.
4.

To test for the need for active-responding.

The three-contingency model of performance manage
ment was refined to include a job-aid checklist.

The

checklist was developed as a set of rules to solve the
problem of the ineffective-natural contingency using the
three-contingency model of performance management.

The

rules included in the checklist were selected using a
heuristic method.

This contribution was substantial;

however/ additional work is necessary if the checklist is
to function as an effective algorithm.
A set of instructional materials was developed, over
a period of four months, for use at the university level.
A 16-page homework unit was developed to teach the con
cepts in the three-contingency model of performance
management, in addition to the development of the job-aid
and the mastery test.
The mastery test was designed to determine the following:
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1. If a student trained on one type of intraverbal
task— concept-discrimination—could perform equally well on
a different type of intraverbal task—concept-exemplification—for which he or she had not been trained.
2.

If active response training resulted in superior

performance comparable to students receiving passive
response training.
Because results were not statistically significant,
it was not possible to answer either of these questions
or draw any conclusions regarding these questions.
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Western Michigan University
Department of Psychology
Principal Investigator: Richard W. Malott, Ph.D.
Research Associate: Judi DeVoe, M.A.
I have been invited to participate in a research
project entitled "An Experimental Analysis of Instruc
tional Technologies Applied to the Three-Contingency
Model of Performance Management".
I understand that this
research is intended to find if there are any differences
between the teaching technologies and if differences on
the post-test scores are caused by the specific teaching
method.
I further understand that this project is Judi
DeVoe's dissertation project.
My consent to participate in this project acknowledges
that I will be asked to complete in class a pretest, a
homework assignment, and a posttest.
I further under
stand that the homework assignment is supplemental to the
assignment listed in the course syllabus. The content of
the homework focuses on only the three-contingency model
of performance management.
I also understand that both
the pretest and the posttest will include question for
mats that may have been included in some or all of the
homework assignment, depending on which experimental
group I am assigned. I also understand that if I have
any questions or would like detailed information about
either the instructional technologies or the performance
management model, my questions will be satisfactorily
answered by either Judi DeVoe or Dr. Malott.
As in all research, there may be unforeseen risks to
the participant.
If an accidental injury occurs, appro
priate emergency measures will be taken: however, no
compensation or treatment will be made available to the
subject except as otherwise stated in this consent form.
At this time the only risk involved might be the addi
tional exertion of effort that could be applied to other
preferred activities. One way I may benefit from partic
ipation in this activity is by earning optional activity
points that can be substituted for a missed class or
assignment or quiz. Another way I may benefit by partic
ipation in this study is by strengthening my skills in
both learning about instructional technologies and by
acquiring greater expertise at applying the three-contin
gency model of performance management to everyday prob
lems .
Understand that all the information collected from me
is confidential. That means that my name will not appear
on any papers.
I will write my social security number on
all the forms used in the study. The pre
tests, homework, and post-tests will by handed in face
down. The instructor will identify a student to collect
the materials who will seal the envelope returning it the
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instructor. The instructor will then give the data to
Dr. Malott. Only Judi DeVoe and Dr. Malott will have
access to names. Results of the study, will of course,
be presented in group format eliminating any need for
name disclosure. All forms will be retained for three
years in a locked file in the principal investigator's
laboratory.
I understand that I may refuse to participate or quit
at any time during the study without prejudice or penal
ty. If I have any questions or concerns about this
study, I may contact either Judi DeVoe at 375-1791 or Dr.
Malott at 387- 4481. I may also contact the Chair of
Human Subjects Institutional Review Board or the Vice
President for Research with any concerns I have. My
signature below indicates that I understand the purpose
and requirements of the study and that I agree to partic
ipate .
Signature:_________________________ Date:
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Assignment
Performance
Management and
The
Three-Contingency
Model

• ThfflfftKalcrmtinpwK
Here's an example o f the three-contingency
model:
Joe'smakingzikhlorprogressinwritinghishonor'sthe
sis.SohecontractswithSuetogetitdone.He hastops}
herSSstraydayhetailstowriteonehourtythenoon
deadline.As youcanimagine,begoesintoapanicatom
lfcS5,andrallykicksitoat&r anboor.Here'shis

Before
no
^progress

Behavior
writeone
k. hour A

Altar
firry
progres

KBTTOfm* Before
Manage. wSpay
, *
-

Behavior
writeone
. *" » .

Altar
won'tpe
. 35

Before
fearloss
. <**5 J

Behavior
write one

Altar
don'tlee
loss

Natural
PreparedbyJudiDevoe
aspartofherPhD. Dissertation
Name
Gronp (Don't M ark) 1 2 3 4
Social Security Number
Score
lMoretical

.

J

Goin*
Thusfar,we'velookedatseveralimportantissues:
• Eightbasicdirect-actingcontingenciescontroloar
behavior.Thesecontingenciesinvolveoularrorsthatare
immediate,
awHpm ^ if
• Ralesdescribingindirect-actinganalogstothoseeight
basiccontingenciescanalsogovernthebehavior,of
verbalpeople.Theseralesdesaftecontingenciesthat
areindirect-actingbecausetheiroutcomesaretoo
delayedtoreinforceorpunishthecansalresponse..
• However,somexalesarc maredifficulttofollowthan
others.Rulesdescribingcontingencieswithoutcomes
thataretooimprobableortoosmall(thoughtheyareof
comnlarivesignificance)willbehardtofollow,
regardlessofwhethertheoutcomesarcimmediateor
delayed.
Now we willseehow touseperformancemanagementcon
tingenciestohelptheindividualperform appropriately,
evenwhenthenaturalcontingenciesdon'tsupportthede
siredperformance.Performancemanagementisthekeyto
appliedbehavioranalysis.Themajorityofourinterventions
involvesettingupcontingenciestomanagetheperform
anceofclients.Mostperformancemanagementwithverbal
clientsreliesonindirect-acting,rule-governedanalogsto
thebasicbehavioralcontingencies.
The three-contingencymodd ofperformancemanage
mentprovidesa frameworkwithinwinchwe canconstruct,
analyze,and understandtheseinterventions.Thethreegen
eraltypesofcontingenciesare:

Criterion: Same response—
th y

« th g e w w i n a ll f h w ?efw itm gpneigc

Example: IneffectiveNaturalContingency—
Suehasseveralreportstodo. «=>
Soewritesonereport. “ >
Suehasmad:asmallamountofprogressonherreports.
Example: PerformanceManagement—
Suewillgetareprimandat5:00. = >
Suewritesooereport. = >
Suewillnotgeta reprimandat5:00PM.
Example: Theoretical—
Suefears gettingareprimand ==>
Suewritesooereport *■=>
Suehasnofearofgettinga reprimand.
1. Whatwasthecommon responseacrossallthree
contingencies?
a.Sue has made a small amount ofprogresson
reports
b.Sue willgeta reprimandat5:00_
c.Sue writesone report
d.Sue fears gettinga reprimand_
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Thic it a ytafrcfftTrnntinggnry

ifk

print

OBJECTIVES

performancemanagement;itisnotdesignedtom anage
By thetimeyonhavecompletedthishomeworkassignment performance(inotherwords,therearenoaddedcoaling'
cicsbyaperformancemanager). Furthermore,thisnatn
itiscxpectedyouwillbeabletocorrectlyapplythethreecontingencyisineffective;thatis,itwillnotcontrolbrig
coiringcncymodelofperiormanccmanagementtoany
irtrKf-grwy
mall tlmn£h of mmnlitiiff
problemthatinvolvesincreasingbehavior. Thisassign
mentisonlyabootreinforcement,avoidance,tadescape a p ifinniy
cortrngcaciei. Noneoftheexamplesprovidedinthemate
rialsorexemplifiedbyyonthestudentshouldrodadepun- Example- PerformanceManagement—
Janahasn tokens.= >
ishmentorpenaltyCQntjngendts. Snhseqaaithomework
Janawritesaparagraph.= >
materialswilldealwithdecreasingbehaviorusingthe
JanahasjH-1tokens.
thrw-ranting m ry mnHri rf p>ifnmianfMiiiin a p m Hi»
Yoo choaldbeabletodooneor allofthefollowing:
a. Correctly Mantffy a contingency from multiple Thisismt-flfHrilp t ftmiiiw r ramag w w m contingency
choicequestions,foreach ofthethree contingen isdesignedbya performancemanagertocontrolbrisavic
(thetokensarepartofa performance-managementtoken
ciesused inthe model.
economy).
b.Correctly construct an original contingency,
Example: Natnralforeach typecfcontingencyused inthemoget.
Jma won'thaveherhomeworkfinished. “ =>
c. Correctly apply the three-contingency model of Janastodiesforonehoor.= >
performance-management to an existing prob lana will have her hamaamfc firm-had
lem defined inthe materials.
Thisisa natmalcontingencybecauseitisoperativepric
d. Correctly apply the three-contingency model of toperformancemanagement;itisnotdesignedtomanag
performance-management to an original prob performance.
lem designed by you.
Example: PerformanceManagement—
Janawillget$70ofpay. = >
Wc willnow lookatthesethreetypesofcontingenciesin
detail.Inthisassignment-wewilllookatperformance
Janawodcsonemorehoor. *==>
problemswherethebehaviorisoccurringlessfrequently
JanawillgetS80 ofpay.
thandesired.Thenwe willmoreeasilybeabletoundexstandproblemswherethebehavioroccurstoofrequently.
Thisisnota naturalcontingency becausepayisanadde
contingencydesignedbyaperformancemanager(theen
ploycr)tocontrolbehavior(eventhoughthispcrformanc
R einforcem ent
management contingency may net tiffoptimally rfffrrtiw

Natural Contingencies
Definition: Natural Contingency—
a contingencythatoccursinnature,
withoutbringdesigned
byaperformancemanagertocontrolbehavior.

Are these examples natural contingencies or
performance management contingencies?

?..We jna cmIajwfflnim w managementm iniiyniy
•solvingJana'swork.Now let'slookata differentera
tingeacyinvolvingherworic.
Janahasproducedn unitsofwork. - »
Criterion: Natural Contingency—
Janaworksonemoteboor. ==>
The natural contingency isoperative prinrtn perfnrma ncf
Janaproducesn+J unitsofwork.
managementanditisnotdesignedtomanageperformance.
a.natural_
b.performance management
As mentionedearlier,thefirsttwogeneraltypesofcontin
genciesinthethree-contingencymodelarethenaturalcon
3.Isthiscontingencyoperativepriortoperformance
tingencyandtheperformancemanagementcontingency.
management?
Thiscriterionsimplyhelpsyonbesarethosecontingencies
a.Yes_
yonclassifyasnatural rallyarenatmalandnotperform
b.No_
ancemanagement.
4.Istheprecedingcontingencydesignedtomanage
Example: Natural—
performance?
Janahasnoqualityreport
a.Yes
b.No_
Janahasan infinites:mallysmallpartofherqualityreport.
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3.Istheprecedingcontingencya natmalcontingency?
a.Yes
b.No_

Eanple Thecontingency doesaffect QL^Mart- garmnt mvtrrrtarvt and rinhis hrmv-n-nrir = >

MarkasksRobforonehearofhomeworkhelp. “=>
Markunderstandsandcando hishomework.

6.Janawflllosctheopportunityforasignificantamountof
eh>^prrtiw|ia<!^ pfrinK ■«>
Thisisanaturalcontingencywithanoutcomethatdoes
JanagoestoclassbythreePM. = >
f
eetthequalityaflife,becauseit'soutcomeistheimprcn
Janawillnotlosetheopportunityfora significant
meat Of MaHr*c n m U m j iiwting imH ability fn rin h k
amountofparticipationpoints.
homework. Soyouwouldanswer,yes,sincethecontin
a.Natural_
gencydoesaffectMark'sQL. Thisisthesortofcontin
b.Performance management_
gencywe willwanttoassureconsistentlycontrolsofMai
behavior.
7.Jana willlosetheopportunityforaninfinitesimal
atnnwnt

nAtiiiwnat laming ■* >

JanagoestoclassbythreePM. =■=>
Janawontlosetheopportunityfiganinfinitesimal
amount nf aAtitfnnfll Iw r n m g

a Natural_
b.Performance management_
8. Constructanoriginaldiagramafanineffectivenatural
contingency.

f

Before

Behavior

After

Non-example: The contingencydoesnotaffectQL—
Janacan'tsaythealphabetbackwards.*=>
Janapmcticesitonce.“*>
Janaisinfimtcsimallybetteratsayingthealphabet
backwards.
Thisisa naturalcontingency,itdoesn'taffectQL; sayin
thealphabetbackwardsdoesnotaffectanyone'swdl-bec
atleastwe hopenot. Soyouwouldanswer,no, sincetin.
contingencydoesnotaffectQL. Sowe wouldnotbeco
canedtoensureJanabehavesinaccord withthis
coutmgeacy.
Note,bytheway,a contingencyisa descriptionorwhat
couldhappen,notwhathashappened.Inetherwords,yc
couldreadthiscontingencyas,I f Janapractices once, si
will be infimtesmally better at saying the alphabet back
wards. Thatdoesn't mean sheeverhaspracticedit,ora
will.U justmeansthatifshepracticesit,aparticulartriv
outcomewillresult
Does it aiTect Quality of Life (QL)?
9. Janacannotsaysapercalifragelisticexpealedasaous.

Definition: Quality o f Life (Q L)—
thephysical,psychological,social,andspiritualwell-being
ofanindividualorsociety.

Janapracticessayingsupercalifragelisticexpealidosdous. = >
Janacansaysupercatifragelisticexpealiiioscioits.
a Yes, affectsQ L _
b.No, doesn'taffectQL_

Criterion: Quality of Life—
The naturalcontingencymasthaveanoutcomethataffects 10. Thereareno medicaljournalsinthelibrary. *=>
thequalityoflife oftheindividualorsociety,forustobe
Jackie,thelibrarian,ordersseveralgoodmedicaljot
concernedwithit
nalsforthelibrary. «—>
Therearemedicaljournalsinthelibrary,
Thisiswhy we wantthecontingencytocontrolbehavior.
a Yes, affectsQ L _
Incidentally,thecontingencycoaidimproveorrfhmnbh
b. No. doesn'taffectQL_
qualityoflife,eitherone. Some natmalcontingencies
1
1
.
Laurencan'tsaynonsensesyllables.
haveoutcomesthatdoaffectqualityoflifeoftheindividual
Laurenpracticesoncesaying nonsensesyllables. orsociety.
Othernatmalcontingencieshaveoutcomesthatdontaffect
qualityoflife(QL)oftheindividualorsociety. Sohere,
we’rediscriminatingbetweentwotypesofnaturalcontin
gencies,thosethatdo affectqualityoTEfeandthosethat
don'taffectqualityoflife.

Laurencansaysomenonsensesyllables,
a Yes, affectsQ L _
b. No. doesn'taffectQL
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12.Jaddchassomecomputerskills.“ >
faclrifpracticesonhercomputerforonehour.■=>
hag c lig ^ ly

cn m ip n jg r d r i l k

a.Yes, affectsQ L _
b. No, doesn't affectQL_

Thisisaneffectivecontingency, we assumetherunner's
highwouldreinforceSue'srunningormightcontrolit
throughrulegovernance. Hus meanswe wouldnothav<
bringintheperformancemanagertoimplementaperfor
m o iru i u p m w itc r mtmgmry {ac long ag tty titwtvt'ch

13. Constructanoriginaldiagramofanineffectivenatmal
contingencythateffects qualityoflife.

doesthetrick).

f

16.Incidentally,isthisanatmalcontingency?
a Yes
b.No_

Before

Behavior

After

\

17.And doesitaffectqualityoflife?
a Yes_
b.No_
Example; ineffective—
Peterhasnoretirementsavings.-=>
Peterputs$50ofhisearningsinhisretirementsavings.
Peternow hasa metedropinhisretirementbucket

Criterion: InefTective Contingency—
Thenaturalcontingencymustbeineffective;thatis,
itmostnotcontrolbehavior,sowe needtottse
performancemanagement

Thisisanineffectivecontingency:ifsoutcomeistoosm
thoughcumulativelyimportant,soitwont controlbdm
ior. We wouldliketohavepeoplesavebutwithoutsped
help,theyusuallydon'tSothisisa casewherewe’d neex
bringin-theperformancemanagerandanaddedperfonr
pnrp>
rnntrrt^wyy

18.Incidentally,isthisa naturalcontingency?
a.Yes_
b.No_
There'snoneedtohirea high-pricedbehavioranalysttoin
terveneifthenaturalcontingencydocscontrolbehavior,
19.And doesitaffectqualityoflife?
theneverything'sO.K. The oldsayingapplies,inthatcasea.Yes_
hif it ain’t broke, don'tfix it.
b.No_
Example: ineffectiveSnehasmoderatehealth. = >
Suedoesonerun. *=>
Suehasinfinitesiniallybetterhealth.

Example: effectiveKcneeisslightly affectionatetowardPeter.
PetergivesReneesomeflowers.= >
ReneeisveryaffectionatetowardPeter.

Thisisan ineffectivecontingencysoyooneeda perform
ancemanagementcontingency: ifthecontingencywasef
fectiveyouwouldn'tneeda performancemanagement
contingency. Incidentally,thereasonisthattheoutcomeis
toosmalltoreinforcethebehaviorortosupportrulecon
trol.The ruledescribingthiscontingencywouldbetoohard
tofollow.

Thisisprobablyaneffectivecontingencybecausetheout
comeissufficientlylargethata ruledescribingthisccmti
gencywouldprobablycontrolPeter'sbehavior.

14.Incidentally,isthisa naturalcontingency?
a.Yes
b.No_
15.And doesitaffectqualityoflife?
a.Yes
b. N o_

20.Soisthisacasewherewe needtobringintheperfor
anra m a i a y r and an niHwl pwfnr m m i T m a n a g m

contingency?
a.Yes_
b.No_
21.Incidentally,isthisa naturalcontingency?
a.Yes
b.No_

Example: effective—
Suehasnorunnel'shigh.1
Suedoesonerun ■=>
Suehasrunner'shigh.
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Are these contingencies ineffective or effective?
22.Sam basnoprogresscmthesis.=“=>Sam writesapara
graph.»=> Sam hasinfinitesimalprogresson histhe
sis.
a.Ineffective, you need a performance manage
ment contingency
b. Effective,you don'tneed a performance manage
ment contingency^

27. Constructan originalineffectivenatmalcontingcnc;
ifagmn (whichmeansthatthecontingencyisineff
tivcineontrolHngbehavior).

f

Before

Behavior

After

Has isanineffective contingency, becausetheoutcomeis
toosmall(thoughcumulative)tocontrolSam'sbehavior.
23.Joehasgoodhealth.= > Joeexercisesonce.*=> Joe's
health impm iiw jirfjnjtffrimally

a. Ineffective, you need a performance manage
ment contingency_
b. Effective,you don'tneed a performance manage
ment contingency_
Justmakingsureyou'reawake.Thisisanineffective con
tingency, becauseoneinstanceofexercisehasanoutcome
thatistooemailtocontrolJoe'sworkoutbehavior. Inthis
caseyoowillneeda performance-management
contingency.

28.Constructananginalnatmaleffectivecontingencyc
gram (whichmeansthatthecontingencyeffective}}
controlsbehavior).
Before

Behavior

After

24. Bobhasnosweettaste.>=> Bobcatsacandybar.= >
Bob hassweettaste.
a. Ineffective, you need a performance manage
ment contingency^
b.Effective,you don'tneed a performance manage
ment contingency_
Thisnaturalcontingencyiseffective, becausethesweet
tastewillreinforceBob'seatingthechocolate.
25.Joe'sstomachisempty. <=> Joeeatsonecheeseburger.
= > Joe'sstomachisML
a. Ineffective, you need a performance manage
ment contingency_
b.Effective,you don'tneed a performance manage Rule of Thumb: Natural avoidance
ment contingency^
contingencies—
Naturalcontingenciescanbeanyoftheavoidancecontir
genciesandtheiranalogs.
26.Mary Janehasnobuzz.= > Maty
lanetakesadragofa marijuanacigarette.. -=>
AllSBSlOgperformancemawagwnwifrranfin^ryi^c{VMatyJanehasabuzz.
a. Ineffective, you need a performance manage signedtoincreaseperformanceareanalogstoavoidance
Thusitiseasytomaketheerrorofassumingthereverse
ment contingency_
b. Effective,you don'tneed a performance manage thatallavoidancecontingenciesareperformancemanag
ment contingency_
mentcontingencies.Butitainlso.Someavoidancecorn
gmricc snui tlwrmnlngc

rntml m n t m g H i r w

Furthermore,thenaturalanalogstoavoidancemaybeef
tiveorinefiective-cithertbcywoifcor theydon't
Example: Natural analogto avoidanccJoggingJane willhave torun inthe dark after630 p
(sunset). “*=>
Jogging Jane terminates her phone call well before 6
pm. =*=>
JoggingJanewont havetonm inthedaric.
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31. Davewill haveanaccident •“ >
Davestopsthecarattheredlight ” =>
Davewon'thaveanaccident
Thecontingencyisa
emrtingmfy k a prrfnmusrvy main p m w ilmntiwgenty
a naturalcontingency
b. performance management contingency
whena deadlineisinvolved03s the630 pjn.amset);but,
Sayinggood-byeandbangingupthephonewellbeforethe
6:30p.m.preventsthepresentationofanavcrsivc
conditioiv-nmninginthcdaffc It'seasytoassumethata

don'tbe fhnled-n deadline tcno gnanmte* of a perform a nce
nu M g wnwtf mntingwry,In thic yycf th» ennringf^y m -

volveda natmalbuilt-inoctcome-theplanetsrotationin
theuniverseandtheresultantlight-darkcyde.
29.ProcrastinatingPaulawillhavetolistentohersaeamingkids. *=»
ProcrastinatingPaulahiresababysitter.= >
ProcrastinatingPaulawon'thavetolistentoscreaming
kids.
Whatkindofcontingency isthis?
a. naturalcontingency.
b.performancemanagement contingency.
Hus contingencyisanaturalanalogtoavoidanceofan
avosivecontingency.Itisananalogbecausethetimebe
tweenhiringa baby-sitterandavoidingthescreamingkids
isgreaterthan60 seconds.Furthermore,itmay wellbean
ineffective,naturalanalogtoan avoidancecontingency,
becauseProcrastinatingPaulaprobablywillnotgetitto
getherenoughtoconsistentlycoordinateherschedulewith
thebaby-sitter's.
30.ProcrastinatingPaulawilllosetheopportunitytobe
consideredforgraduateschoolafterFebraaiy1. -=>
ProcrastinatingPaulafilesherapplicationbeforethe
deadline ==>
ProcrastinatingPaulawont loosetheopportunitytobe
consideredforgraduateschool.
Thiscontingencyisa
a.naturalcontingency
b.performance management contingency

32.Furthermore,thecontingencyis
a.an analogtoan avoidance contingency
b.a direct-actingavoidance contingency .
DangerousDavewillbemoreBkdy tostopata redlight
beseesa lotoftrafficcominganthecrossstreet,inwbic
Hip n a tu r a l a fo w f- a ffjflg flynirfaffffp p m ti n y w ty i f

§

fectiveincontrollingDave'sbehavior.However,ifDang
ousDaveseesnotrafficonthecrossstreet,thenheruns
stopsign,inwhichcase,thenaturalavoidancecontinga
isineffective.
Criterion: Small outcome—
A contingencyisineffective,
i f th ^ c h a n g e i n

r i a n y fa ^

5171* r f n t i f f t n m p

fromthebeforeconditiontotheaftercondition
istoosmalltocontrolbehavior.
Iftheoutcomeforasingleresponseistoosmall,thecom
gencywillnotcontrolbehavior,eventhoughrepetitions
theoutcomeisofcumulativesignificance.
fT.mplf mall
Joehasmediocregums. = >
Joeflosseshisteethonce. *“ >
JoehasinfinitcsimaHybettergums
Thiscontingencyisineffective,becausetheconditionof
Joe'sgumsareimprovedonlyinfinitesimallybya single
flossing.Inotherwords,theoutcomeistoosnailtocom
behavior.Becausethiscontingencyisa naturalcontingei
affectingthequalityoflife,we willwanttoadda

|»rfniwaiMMMiu£pnip^ mtff.’
igpnry}

Thisisan analogtoavoidanceofalossofanopportunity
togetareinfoicer.Whetherornotthisperformancetnanagemeutcontingencyiseffectiveorineffectiveagainde
pendson theextenttowhichProcrastinatingftulahasher
acttogether.Let'sputitthisway,ifshebiotvsthedeadline
forapplicationtograduateschool,shewantbethefirst
one.

33.Willthiscontingencycontrolbehavior?
a Yes, so there's no need for performai
management,
b. No, so add a performance managem
contingency.

Contingencieswithdeadlinesforbigtasks,Bicedoingwhat Davewilllosetheopportunitytohavehistermpaper
ittakestoapply,arcineffectivemoreoftenthanwe'dliketo gradedafler5:00p.m.when thepsych,officecIogcs .-»=
Daveturnsinhispaperbefore5:00P M = >
admit. Inadgrwordg, etmringmfifcA-cr-rity r»itrmrw*
Davedoesntkxe theopportunitytohavehispapergrade
but,theydon'tnecessarilycontrolbehavioreffectively.
The contingencieswejustlookedatwereanalogstoavoid
ance,becausetheoutcomesweredelayedbymorethan60
seconds;butnaturalavoidancecontingenciescanalsobedi
rectacting,withoutcomesdelayedlylessthan60seconds.
And avoidancecontingenciesandtheiranalogscanbeeithereffectiveorineffective.

ThiscontingencyiseSective,becausetheoutcomeissiz
able,itwillprobablycontrolDave'sbehavior.The deadl
insuresthatapointintimeisreachedwherefurtherpro
crastinationwillresultina sizableoutcome;andatthat
pointDavebustleshispaperintothepsych,office.Even
thoughthereisa deadline,thisisa naturalcontingency,
a

g n u tin g q y y
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Example; sizableoutcome—
Ritadoesn'thavefreshvegemblcs.
Ritapicksfredivegetablesfromhergarden. :
=>
Ritadoeshavefreshvegetables.
Thiscontingencyiseffective,becausethemagnitudeoftbe
changefiomthebeforeconditiontotheafterconditionis
large(Ritalovesfreshveggiesandshe'shasn'tealenall
day).
34. Willthiscontingency controlbehavior?
a.Yes, so there's no need for performance
management
b.No, so add a performance management
contingency_

38.StevewillloseS5.
SteveeatsonebalancedmeaL
Stevewontlose$5.
a.Effective, so there's no need for performer
managem e n t
b.Ineffective, so add a performance managem
contingency
39.Constructanoriginaldiagramthatisineffectivebe
causetheoutcomeis tooonaD.

r

Before

Behavior

After

Example: small outcome—
Joehas$1,000inbissavings.. 1
Joedeposits$50inhissavings..
JoehasSI,050 inhissavings.
Thiscontingencyisineffective becausetheincrementin
Joe'ssavingsistoosmalltoreinforceJoe'smakingtbede
posit,eventhoughcumulativebenefitofsucha deposit
everytwoneckswouldbeconsklerabie.
35.Willthiscontingencywontcontrolbehavior?
a.Yes, so there's no need for performance Criterion: Improbable outcome—
A contingencyisineffective,
management^
b.No, so add a performance management ifthechangeintheprobabilityoftheoutcomefrom
thffhpfmp fygntitinnfn
gftyfwyiHrtim
contingency_
istoosmalltocontrolbehavior.
Looking at the small oatcomes, are these
contingencies ineffective ?
An improbableoutcomemayfailtoreinforceorpunisht
Inotherwords,arethecontingenciesineffectivebecause
bavioreveniftheoutcomeitselfisofgreatsignificance.
outcomeswoe toosmalltocontrolbehavior?Ifitisanatu
ralcontingencyaffectingthequalityoflife,thenwe will
Example: Improbableoutcone—
wanttoaddaperformance-managementcontingency.
TheprobabilitythatDodowillgetAIDS isvery,verylov
36.Joanhasoneleveloffitness. ==>
Joanruns1mile. =•=>
Joanhasaninfinitesimallybetterleveloffitness.
a.Effective, so there’s no need for performance
management
b. Ineffective, so add a performance management
contingency .
37.Jack'spaperworkisnotorganized- ”=>
JackfilesonebilL ■=>
Jack'spaperworkisnrmoticeablymoreorganized.
a. Effective, so there's no need for performance
management_
b.ineffective, so add a performance management
contingency

Dodoputsona condombeforesexualintercourse.*
TbeprobabilitythatDodowillgetAIDS isinfimtesimall
lower.
Kctp inmindthatthesediagramsdescribethecautinget)
ciesbutnotwhatthebehaviorwillnecessarilybe.Unfort
natdy,theworldisfiillofDodosforwhom thisoutcome
soimprobablethatthecontingencyisineffectiveinconti
lingDodo'sbehavior.
Example: ProbableuutcaneThc probabilitythatDavewillgetAIDS inintercoursew
a partnerwho beknowstobeHIV positiveisveryhigh.
Davepetsonacondombeforesexualintercoursewithhi
partner.= »
TheprobabilitythatDavewillgetAIDS ismuch lower.
Thisqualifiesasaneffectivecontingency,becauseitthe
probabilityofDavegettingAIDS ingreatlyreducedby
wearinga condom.
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Before

Behavior

After

40.DaredevilDanhasa lowprobabilityofgrttingseriously
injuredinanautoarnrirmcnthehighway.” =>
DaredevilDan boddesnp.*=>
Daredevil D m has an mfinitwimally I m r pmhjihilfly

ofgettingseriouslyinjuredinanautoaccidentonthe
highway.
Mostlikelythiscontingencyis
a. effective_
b. meffective_
41.DaredevilDan hasanextremelyhighprobabilityofget
tingseriouslyinjuredinhisdaredevilautomobiledriv
ingdemonstrationattheKalamazooCountyFair.
DaredevilDanbaddesup.*=>
DaredevilDan hasa highprobabilityofgettingseri
ouslyinjoredinhisdaredevilautomobiledriving(kmonstrationattheKalamazooCountyFair.
Mostlilcriythiscontingencyis
a.effective
b.ineffective_
Example: Small but enwinlatively significant outcome—
Billhasa certainlevelofhealth. ■*>
Billcatsa servingofspinach. **“>
BillhasaninSsiteshnallyimprovedlevelofhealth.

*

Stop
You Have Completed Part One
Turn In Your Materials To Your
Instructor Now
Performance Management

Eatinga healthy,balanceddietonceadayisgood,batthe
Avoidance Contingencies
benefitsonlyoccurifthebehaviormaintainsovera longpe
riodoftimeresultinginsmallbutcumulativebenefits.Al
thoughthiscontingencyisineffective,itisnotbecauseofa Definition: Performance Management
Contingency—
lowprobabilityoutcome;theoutcomeisprobable,buttoo
acontingencythatdoesnotoccurinnature
small
andisdesigned
bya performancemanagertocontrolbehavior.
Are these outcomes small but cumulative or
improbable?
42.Mae will geta speedingticket. = >
On thehighway,Mae drives65 MPH. = >
ThereisaninfinitelydecreasedprobabilityMae will
geta ticket
a.Small butcumulative__
b. Improbable__
43.Jenhasonelevelofpianoskills. «=>
Jenpracticesthepianoonce. *” >
Jenhasaninfirdtesimallybetterlevelofpianoskills.
a.Small butcumulative__
b.Improbable
Constructanoriginaldiagramwheretheoutcomeistooim
probabletocontrolbehavior.

Withtheexceptionofself-givenconsequences,theactor
accountabletosomeoneelseforhisorherbehavior, that
someoneelseisa performancemanagerwhowilldeliver
♦hrnmKwjn»nnr< Performancemanagementcontingent
aterequitedwhen thenaturalcontingenciesareincffcctr
incontrollingdesirablebehavior{exercisingdaily)orar
effectivein controlling mderirahte behavior franrfring)

Criterion: The added contingency —
Thecontingencyisusuallyadded(extrinsic),
notbuilt-in(intrinsic).
Example: Added—
RandywilllosehisgradsofanA.
RandyrewriteshisessayforOAPs. •
Randywillnotlosehisgradeofan A
Example: Built-in—
Gaiywillgetsick. *—=>
Garydrinksonebeer. *=>
Garywontgetside.
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Do the foBowing examples fflnstrate added-or
built-in contingencies?

getherandgetuptotheUnivexsilyandgivefttdiem e
shehasloanedJoan.

44.Bobwon'tget$5. “ => Bobdeanshisnom. “ >
BobgetsSS.
a.added performance management contingency
b.built-innaturalcontingency

F.xsmplr: direct-actingavoidance—
Joseywillmisstheavailabledevator.
JoseyendsherconversationwithBoboutsidethedevalc
■*■> JoEeywon'tmisstheavailabledevator.

45.Joan'sarousalisnotsatisfied. “ > Joanissexualwith
Dave. *=> Joan'sarousalissatisfied.
a.added performance management contingency__
b.built-innaturalcontingency

Thisisanexampleofadirect-actingavoidancecontin
gency. Thedelatorcomesandgoesinseconds.

Example: direct-actingavoidance—
46.Joanhasnobonus. “ > Joanachieveshersalesgoalat Pacdoesn'thavea ticketforthe7.-00PM movie*“ >
mnnthg^nH a e > V a n hac q
Pae handsdietickettaker$6.00•*=>
a.added performance management contingency
Petedoeshavea ticketforthe7:00PM movie*— >
b.built-innaturalcontingency
47. Joanisdehydrated. “ > Joandrinksoneglassofwa
ter. «=> Joanisnotdehydrated.
a.added performance management contingency
b. buitt-innaturalcontingency

This is yi gewi|je nf a ffrwg-artfng annirbnty

tecausew&hin60 secondsofhandingdietickettaker
S6.00,Petereceivesaticket. Peteavoidsbeingwithout:

48.C m d m O am original ernitmgenty rfiagram nfan « H w l
fonnancemawagnnrntcontingmcy.
Behavior

Example: analogtoavoidance—
Poewont seethe7.-00PM movie
pae handsdietickettaker$6.00=
Petewillseethe7:00PM movie.
Thisisanexampleofan analogtoavoidancecontingenc
Peteisavoidingmissingtbemoviebygivingtheticket
takermoneynow. The teinfbtceristheopportunitytose
themovie,betthepresentationofthercinforccrwih no!
carimmediately,orwithin60 secondsofobtainingthe
ticket
Are the following examples of analogs to
avoidance or direct-acting avoidance
contingencies?

Criterion: The analog to avoidance
contingency—
Ifan indircct-actingcontingencyis
in ttv^w w nr tn m aintain p f ^ w m anep

itshouldbeananalogtoavoidance.
Definition: Analog to avoidance contingency—
ani&diicct-QctiDgcontingency
becauseofadelaygreaterthan60 seconds

49.After6:00PM today.McGillwilllosetheopportunit
tobuythewashingmachineonsale. “ =>
McGillboysthewashingmachine before6:00F M
McGillwontlosetheopportunitytobuythewashingrm
chineonsale.
a.analogtoavoidance contingency
b.direct-actingavoidancecontingency

Example: analogtoavocdaaceJocnwilllosetheopportunitytoseePatafter8:00 PM.

50.Joseywillbethirsty. “=> Joseydrinksoneglassaf
ter. ■—> Joseywontbethirsty.
a. analogtoavoidance contingency
b. direct-actingavoidance contingency

JoengivesPatthearticleat7:00P M — >
JoandocsnotlosetheopportunitytoseePat

Definition: Indirect-acting contingency—
acontingencythatcontrolstheresponse,

This isananalogtoavoidancebecausethedelayisgreater
than60 seconds. IttakesJoandosetoanhourtogetitto

bytheodcoarespecifiedinthatcontingency.

but ant because nf rgmfmranrnt nrpHiiiOiiiiem nfthM

response

Thesecontingenciesareeffectiveanalogsto
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• avoidanceofanavcrsivecondition/orlossofan
opportunitytopreventanavcrsivecondition.
• avoidanceofthelossofa reinforcer/ortossofan
opportunitytogetareinforcer

55. Constructanoriginalperformancemanagementcn
tingeacydiagram forananalogtoavoidanceofthe
lossofa reinforcer._________________
Before

Behavior

Alter

Example: AnalogtoavoidanceoftheIonofa rein
forcer—
Jackiewillloseherphoneservice. ”=>
JackiepaysherphoneM L *=>
Jackiewont loseherpbooeservice.
Thisisanexampleofananalogtotheavoidanceoftheloss
ofa reinforcerbasedontheassumptionthatphoneservices
arereinforcingtoJackie. And inthiscasetalkingwith
otherpeopleisreinforcingtoJackie.
Example: Analogtoavoidanceofan avcrsivecondition—
Inthemiddleofwinter,Jackiewillhavenoheat= >
Jackiepaysherelectricbill= >
Jackiewillhaveheal= >
Thisisanexampleofananalogtoavoidanceoftheavcr
siveconditionoffreezing.

Criterion: The Analog to Punishment
ContingencyIfanindirect-actingcontingencyistodecreaseperform
ance,itshouldbeananalogtopenaltyorpunishment

W hat land of analog to avoidance
contingencies are these examples of?

Criterion: Deadlines for Analog to Avoidance
Deadlinesareneededonlyforanalogstoavoidance,
andnotanalogstopunishment

51.Totywon'tgetherraisewithouta preparedspeechfor
today's 5:00PM lectnrc. = > Toiywritesherspeech.
*=> Torywillgetaraisefor havingpreparedher
speech.
a.analogtoavoidanceofan avcrsivecondition/OR loss
ofan opportunitytopreventanavcrsivecondition_
b.analogtoavoidanceofthelossofareinforcer/OR loss
ofanopportunitytogeta rcinforccr__

When deadlinesarenotinvolved,peopletendtoprocrast
nateandnevercompletethetargetedtask. Evenwhen
deadlinesareinplace,thetendencyistocompletetheta:
immediatelypriortothedeadline, Forthisreasontheqc
ityorquantityofthewotkisfrequentlylacking. Inthe3
senceofadeadline,ifbehavioristooccuratall,therem
bea direct-actingcontingencythatreinforcesd m respon

52. Ritawilllose$10 onFriday. = > Ritadoesherwork
outon Thursday. *=> Ritawont lose$10anFriday.
a. analogtoavoidanceofanavcrsivecondition/OR loss
ofanopportunitytopreventanavcrsivecondition_
b.analogtoavoidanceofthelossofareinforcer/CHIloss
ofan opportunitytogeta reinfoicer_
53.IfJohndoesn'tdosethedealtonightbeforemidnighthe
willlosehisjob. “ > Johndosesthedeal. " > John
willnotlosehisjob.
a.analogtoavoidanceofan avcrsivecondition/OR loss
ofanopportunitytopreventanavcrsivecondition_
b.analogtoavoidanceofthelossofa reinforcer/OR loss
ofan opportunitytogeta reinforccr_
54. Larry'soillightison,ifhedoesn'tpotoilinhisen
gine,hiscarwillseize.
Lanypotsoilinhisen
gine. ■*> Larry'scarwillnotseize.
a.analogtoavoidanceofan avcrsivecondition/OR loss
ofanopportunitytopreventanavcrsivecondition_
b.analogtoavoidanceofthelossofa reinforcer/ORla6s
ofanopportunitytogetateinforcer_

Example: DeadlineforAnalogtoAvoidance—
NickwillloseS5afler5.-00PM. = >
Nickdeanshisroom. = >
Nickwon'tlose55 after5:00PM.
Thisisanexampleofananalogtoavoidanceoftheoppc
Paritytogeta reinforcer. Itisananalogbecausehedoe
notgettheS5cstilafter5:00PM andassumehefirrishe»
cleaninghisroommorethan60secondsbefore5.-00FM
Thedeadline,"after5:00PM", isexplicitlystaledinthe'
foreandafterconditions.
Example— No DeadlineforAnalogtoAvoidance—
Nick'sroomismessy. “ >
Nkk deanshisroom. *■=>
Nick'sroomisnotmessy.
Thisisanexampleofanalogtoavoidancewithouta deac
line. Ifshardtotellwhatkindofavoidance,butprobebl
isananalogtoavoidanceofanaversivecondition,thatLscreaming parent- Thekiddeanshisroombeforethepe
eatgetshomefromworkandavoidsgettingyelledaL
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Joanwon’tpayroommate$10.

thebeforeandafierconditions.
56. Lynn willlosetheopportunitytobeconsideredasa
candidateforateachingposition- “ > Lynn ap
pliesforthejobbeforeFebruary15th. — > Lynn
doesnotlosetheopportunity tobeconsideredasacana. Deadline_
b.No deadline_
57. Intheaboveexample,isthedeadlinea
a. performance management contingency..
b. naturalcontingency

Thic k an

tyfftp rfnm m n<» n m pgpnwnfemtfiti

gencysinceJoanhasagreedtopayherroommateS10 if
hassexwithouta cnodom. Thedeadlineisimplicitsuch
thatusingthecondomaftersexwouldn'thaveanyapprc:
ciabtepreventativebenefit
64.Jarricewilllosetheopportunitytoapplyforgraduate
schoolifshedoesn’tmaQ herapplicationbefore 12:1
A M tonight.*=> Janicemailsherapplication. =*=
Janicewon’tlosetheopportunitytoapplyforgradna
school.

58.Lacywilllose30pointsattheendofclass. ”=> Lucy
participatesduringclass-time.=*> Lacywon'tlose30
& ExplicitDeadline_
b. ImplicitDeadline_
pointsattheendofclass.
a. Deadline_
65.Alberthasa lowprobabilityofbeinginjuredifinan
b.No deadline_
ddentwhiledriving. “=> Albertfastenshisseatbe
59.Intheaboveexample-,isthedeadlinea
beforedriving.*=> Alberthasaninfinitesiinally
a. performance management contingency_
lowerprobabilityof beinginjuredifinanaccident
b. naturalcontingency_
whiledriving.
a. ExplicitDeadline
60.JohnwillhavereadAtwood'snovel.LadyOracle. = >
b.ImplicitDeadline_
JohngoestothemoviewithJan. = > Johnwon'thave
readAtwood'snovel.LadyOrade.
a.Deadline_
66. Constructyourown three-term contingencydiagrar
b. No deadline_
ofaneffectiveperformancemtnagrmrntcontin
gencywithan explicit deadline.
61.Intheaboveexample,isthedo deadlinea
a.performance management contingency
Behavior
After
Before
b. naturalcontingency
62. Bobwon’thave 10tokensifhedoesn'tcleanhisroom
bynoon. = > Bobcleanshisroam. = > Bobwillhave
10tokensbynoon.
a. Deadline_
b. No deadline_
63. Intheaboveexample,isthedeadlinea
a. performance management contingency
b. naturalcontingency
Criterion: The Explicit Deadline—
When thereisadeadline,itmustbeexplicitlystated
inthebeforeandafterconditions.
Example; ExplicitDeadline—
Albeitwillbereprimandedat9:00AM.-= •Albertdrives
toworkat7:00AM. = >
Albertwon'tbereprimandedat9:00AM.

Rnle of Thumb: The ineffective performanct
management contingency—
M a n y pwfemMnfMnima£ w iifnlm nlingHimt fell to do

thetrick;but,inanyevent,let'sclassifythemasperform
a i w managnmMrt ift h y a w HfgigTyH in m m a p

The deadlineisexplicitlystatedinthebefore
condition—9:00A M InorderforAlberttomissrushhour
trafficandgettoworkbefore9:00AM, analogtotheavoid
anceofanavcrsivecondition,be leaveshome at7:00A M

performance.
DO NOT fafltoclassifya contingencyasa perfonnan
managementcontingencyjustbecame it'sineffective.
Example: ineffective—
Joanhasamoderateprobabilityofgettinga speedingtic

Example: ImplicitDeadline—
Joanwillpayroommate$10.*— >
JoanhasDaviduseacondom. " >

Joandrives65 milesperhoar. “ >
Joanhasaslightlylowerprobabilityofgettinga speech
liflrW
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failstocontrolbehaviorconsistently. Thinkaboutyour
own behavior—<tocsthiscontingencypreventyoufrom
speeding? Itprobablywouldifyousawa policcpcreon
parkedinthemedianaheadofyoucmthehighway,binoth
erwise!doubtit
Criterion: The sizable outcome—
Thechangeinthesizeoftheoutcomemagnitude,
fromthebeforeconditiontotheaftercondition, mustbe
largeenoughtocontrolbehavior.
t«iwpl>i Cftlil*mrtynwM —
Janewon'thave$50attheendoftheweek,Friday. ”=>
Janewotksonehourlandscapingtheyard. “ >
Janetrillhave$50attheendoftheweek,Friday.
F.TaWplrt Small I t
Janewon’thavehealthygmns. = >
Janeflossesherteethonce. =*=>
Janewillhaveinfinitesimallymorehealthygmns.

Criterion: The probable outcome—
Thechangeinprobabilityoftheoutcome
fromthebeforeconditiontotheaftercondition,
mustbelargeenoughtocontrolbehavior.
Example: ProbaUeA aspissittinginhiscaronthecorner,thereisa strong
probabilityMorganwillgetaticket. ==>
Morganstopsattheredlight. *=>
Thereisa stroogprobabilityMorgan won'tgetaticket
Example: Improbable—
Therearenocopsinsight,Morganhasaslightprobabil
ofgettingaticket ==>
Morgan stopsattheredlight “ >
Morgan hasaslightlylowerprobabilityofgettinga ticta
Are the following examples probable or
improbable perfonnance-managcmcnt
outcomes?

70.Charleshearsantheradiothatthereisonemilliond
larsinthejackpotfortonight'sdrawing,thereisson
probabilityCharleswillwinthelottery. = > Cfaarli
buysa lotteryticket = > Thereisainfinitesiinally
67. Sherrywilllosetheopportunitytogeta studentloanby
creasedprobabilityCharleswillwinthelotterytonif
5:00PM tomorrow. = > Sherrygivestheloanofficer
a.Probable_
hercompletedloanapplication. = > Sherrywon’tlose
b. !mprobable_
theopportunitytogetastudentloan.
71.Janeprobablywillgetaticket,becausethereisapoh
a.Sizableoutcome
sittingattheintersection. *=> Janestopsatthered
b. Small outcome
light ==> Janeprobablywon'tgetaticket
68. Morgan has prvrrenm m nniratinn drills = > Morgan
a.Probable_
smilesoncewhenheinitiatesoneconvnsaiicn. = >
b.improbable_
Morgan’samnnnnicationdrillsateinfinitesimally
72. Constructanoriginalexampleofa performancem
improved.
agementcootincencvwitha probableoutcome.
a. Sizable outcome_
b. Small outcome_
After
Before
Behavior
69.Constructanoriginal exampleofaneffectiveper
formancemanagementcontingencywitha sizable
outcome.
Are the following outcomes sizable or small but
cumulative?

r

r:Before ~ Behavior

After

Two-Factor Theory of Avoidance
Here'stheproblem: when Tmplrmmtingprrftwmniw^.
mflTttgAmwit^wtifi£«iqgg n/iiyHnfta
pectedbehavioraloutcomesonMondaycontrolbehavior
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Friday? Why, forexample,whena stndrntreceivesanas
signmentonMondaydoesbeorshetom intheproducton
FridayasdirectedonMonday? Beforewe gettoo£irwith
thislet'stakeabreakandintroducethetwo-factortheoryof
avoidancethatwillhopefully,clarifyandbridgethettansitip n frnm j^ ifiirm OTfy twaiMgenw tt gnntin^w yi^ ft*

TNiql gnntin^Meift
Definition: The two-factor theory of
avoidance—
Thewarningstimulusbecomes
a learnedavcrsivestimulus,
throughpairingwiththeoriginalsvnsive stimulus;
andflatresponseisreinforcedby
tfy rrrntingwit tw m i im i ^n nf tht?uam ing

Thisso-calledavoidinccbehaviorisreinforcedtytheterminarionofthewarningstimahis,notbytheavoidanceof
theoriginalavereivestimulus. Sotheavoidanceresponse
isreallyanescaperesponse
Thetwo-factortheoryofavoidance,involvesbothalearned
aversivestimulusandanunlearnedavcrsivestimulus. For
thesakeofreview,recallthatthelearnedaversivestimulus
ispairedseveraltrineswiththeimleamrdavcrsive
Qjtnwlns

shockonin10' “ > leverpress « o preventsshock01
in10": avoidancecontingency
The foBowing questions relate to the two-fact
theory of avoidruice and the preceding
examples^.
73. What istheprocedure?: buzzer* shock
a. pairing
b.extinction
Thisisapairingprocedure,theunlearnedavcrsivestint
hasbeenpairedwithanentxalstimulus,thebuzzervririd
throughpairingacquirestheavttrivepropertiesofthe
shock.
74. What fathebaser?: baser■—> drainpoll>
buzzer
a. unlearned aversivestimulus_
b. learnedaversivestimulus_
Thebuzzeristhelearnedaversivestimulus.
75. What fatheshock?: shock= > chainpull= "no
shock
a unlearned aversivestimulus
b. learnedaversivestimulus_

Theshockistheunlearnedavcrsivestimulus
Example: PairingProcedure—
lighton (learned aversive stimulus) = > sbock (un
76.Which contingencyfathis?: buzzer“=> chainpull
learned aversive stimulus)
“ > nobuzzer
lightonprecedesshock
a. escape contingency_
thisisapairingprocedure,shock followedbylightones
b. avoidance contingency
tablishesth:lightasalearnedaversrvestimulusorawarn
ingstimulusinthecuedavoidanceprocedure.
Thisisanocapecontingency,theratpullsthechainto
capetheaversivesoundofthebuzzerthathasbeenprevi
ouslypairedwiththeshock.
Example: Escapecontingency—
lighton *■=> leverpress «*> lightoff
77. Which contingencyfathis?: shockin10"=> chai
pull=> noshockin10“
Example: Avoidancecontingency—
a. escape contingency_
shockonin 10"— => leverpress*-=>sbocknotonin 10"
b. avoidance contingency
The ratsleverpressescapesturnsoffthelightandavoids
Thisfaan avoidancecontingency,theratpullsthechai
theshock. Thelightoffpreventstheshockon.
toterminatethebuzzerwhichpreventsshockonThe lighton isthelearnedaversivestimulus.
The lightonhasbeenpreviouslypairedwiththecWk on.
IfRudolfpressestheleverhewillavoidtheshockon.
Reallyavoidancecontingenciescontroltheavoidancere
sponsethroughanescapecontingency,becausethelighton
isnow aversive;therefore,Rudolfpressesthelevertoes
capetheaversivelightonandavoidtheaversiveshnrk
Theleverpressthen terminatesthelight—avoidanceby
preventionofthepresentationofanavcrsivecondition,tire
aversiveconditionbeingtheshock,thusthetwo-factorthe
ory: terminationoflightandpreventionofshock.
lighton = > leverpress “ > lightoff: escape
contingency
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78. Constructanoriginalexampleofapaiiingprocedure
and labeltheunlearnedaversiveftimalmaada
teamedaversivestimnlm. __
_____

-evenwhentheavoidanceoutcomefollowstheresponse
within60 seconds(andis,ina sense,direct-acting),
—aadevenwhen we can'tdirectlyobservethewarning
stimulus(thenwe mostinterit).
Soifs oat surprisingthatwe needtoinfera direct-actin;
ffMp *rantmgwiry «n rrplain yht»rrrntmlgf OCT indirCCt-

«^in£ pexfinrnance-oanagenmanalogstovaransfor
ofavoidance. But,1shouldwarnyounottohestnptised
that m e h m f r n w i m a W m a n y tratilinniilh d w inrm

lystsitch. Thesebehavioranalyststedwe mustbeablet
getinterobserveragreementanallaspectsofouranalyse
My viewisthatitaintalwayspossible,thoughintercbserveragreementisalwaysdesirable.

Theoretical Escape Contingencies
79. Constructanoriginalexampleofanescapecontin
Definition: Theoretical contingency—
gency aad anavoidancecontingencyusingyocrpair
An inferred,
ingexample.
direct-actingcontingency
that ^fplomc fly

the

indirectpeiibnuaucemanagementcontingency.
havior, areusuallyanalogstosomeformofavoidance.I
thecaseafsuchperformancemanagementcontingencies
yonneedatheoreticalcontingency. Inthecaseofsuch
performancemanage m ent /-rnitinynrii-t here'sOUranso
Themlr A-crrihing the peifiwmanre managementmntin
getvy finvrinrnc ac an establishing np-ratinn Tt*catatemi

establishesanaversiveconditionwhichwe mightloosely
speakofas’anxiety*or"fear*orjustthe"coldsweats*.
Thediem thencomplieswiththeperformancemanage
mentruleandcontingencyandthatcomplianceisrein
forcedfaytheterminationoftheaversivecondition.
Avoidancecontingency
f

Before

Behavior

Criterion: The indirect-acting performance
management contingency—
When the

managenignt rrmtmgwyy jc

indirect-acting,aninferredtheoretical,direct-actingcon
gencyisrequired. Iftheperformancemanagementconli
gencyisdirect-acting,thenno theoreticalcontingencyi
required.Iftheperformancemanagementcontingencyij
indirect-acting,thenyouneedtoinferatheoretical
contingency.
Example:Indirect-acting performancemanagement
contingency—
DavidwillloseS5onFriday. = >
Daviddoesthedishestoday. *=>
DavidwontloseS5onFriday.
Becausetheperformancemanagementcontingencyis
indirect-acting,youneedatheoreticalcontingency.
Accordingtoourtwo-£actortheoiy,theremustbea teamed Example: TheoreticalContingency—
aversivewarningstimuluswhereterminationofthatstimu DavidfearshewillloseS5onFriday.■=>
lusreinforcestheso-calledavoidanceresponse,
Daviddoesthedishestoday.= >
DaviddoesnotfearbewillloseS5onFriday.
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Example: Direct-actingperformancemanagement
fnaHnyifj—
Daviddoesnotgetpraised. = >
Daviddoesthedishstoday. = >
Daviddoesgetspraisedimmediately.

88.Constructanoriginalexampleofan indirect-acting
performancemanagementcontingency.

"■"v

"
f

Before

Behavior

After

IftheconsequenceimmediatelyMows andcontrolsbe
havior,thenitpassesthedirect-actingperformanceman
agementcontiiigeocytestandyoudonotseeda theoretical
contingency. Iaotherwords,Davidcooldbeachimp
toinedtowashthedishes,yononlyneedtointroducedie
theoreticalcontingencywhen rule-governedbehavioris
involved.
Are these examples of indirect-acting
performance management contingencies or
direct-acting performance management
contingencies?
W).Rnh hacmimirirm inflicmonth *=> Robreadsnr»f>
Criterion: The inferred test—
paragraph = > Rob hasonebiteofsnickersinhis
mntlh

a.direct-actingcontingency_
b. indirect-acting_
81.Do yonneedtoinferatheoreticalcontingencyforthe
previousquestion?
a.Yes_
b.No_

ThfewHingpwywi^tfog

aninferreddirect-actingcontingency,
ratherthananobservable,direct-actingcontingency.
R gm em her n g 'te ta tlc rn g abrm t th w rn -rira l e n n tm g iT v ifc

here. That’swhy thiscontingencymnstbeinferred. Ify
couldobserveit,itwouldntbetheoretical.

82. CharliewillloseS20onFriday. = > Charliedoesone
homeworkassignmenton Wednesday. *=> Charlie
wfllnotlose$20onFriday.
a. direct-acting_
b. indiract-actina
83.Do youneedtointera theoreticalcontingencyforthe
previousexample?
a.Yes
b. No_
84. Joseygetsnoapplause. *=> Josey deliversa superb
presentation. = > Joscygetsanimmediatespplause.
a. direct-acting_
b. indirect-acting_
85.Do yonneedtoinferatheoreticalcontingencyforthe
previousexample?
a.Yes
b. No_
86. IfRobdoesn'theatthepooltoday,hewillbedocked
$20paytomorrow. = > Robturnsontheheaterto
day. " > Robwon'tbedocked$20paytomorrow.
a. direct-acting
b. indirect-acting_
87.Do youneedtoinfera theoreticalcontingencyforthe
previousexample?
a.Yes_
b.No_

Example: Effectiveperformance-managemcnt—
Manny willmisstheopportunitytoearn$10onMonday
Manny mows thelawnon Sunday. = >
Manny won'tmisstheopportunitytoearn$10onMoafc
Thistypeofperformancemanagementcontingencyisan
analogtoavoidanceoftheopportunitytoobtaina reinfbccer. Manny mows thelawnon Sunday,butreceives1
reinforceronMonday. Manny wouldnotlosethetoopp
tunitytocam $10untilMonday.
Example:Theoreticalinferred—
Manny is'afraid*ofmissingtheopportunitytocam $10
Monday. **»
Marmy mows thelawnon Sunday. ■=>
Manny isnot’’afraid’ofmissingtheopportunitytoearn
S10onMonday.
Thisisaninferredtheoreticalcontingency,andfearcftt
opportunitytoearn$10isadirect-actingescapecontin
gency. Mannyisescapingtheaversiveconditionofbein
afraid. Thewordafraidistheoperativewordthatdis
criminatesbetween th:unobservable,inferreddirect-act
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tingency. Inotherwordstheonedifferencebetween
thethrfU
Wirat mnhngwicy snrf^

pwf nmtw» nm>ag^-

m m t mntingf nry rct lif addifinn nfflx>in frrrffl mmjw w it

Criterion: The direct-acting contingency:
Thetheoreticalcontingencymnstbedirect-actingifthe!
havioriscontrolled.

Forinstance,tookattheexampleofthetheoreticalinferred
contingency.Manny isnot"a&ajd"ofmissingtheopportnnitytocam S10anMonday. Ifyoudeletedthewordafiaid, Example: PerformanceManagement,indirect-acting
whatyonhavetoftistheperformancemanagementcontin- Soewillhavetopayfeeplumbertofixherfrozen
gency,Maany willnotmisstheopportunitytoearn$10an pipes.=>
Snr mrnc n ji th r thr rmnqj t =*=>
Monday.
Suewon'thavetopaytheplumbertofixherpipes.
Example: Naturalcontingency—
Thisisananalogtoavmdanceofanaversivecondition,
Willahasonelevelofknowledge.= >
isananalogbecausethedelayisgreaterthan60 seconds
WiUa sashesferonehour.*■*>
fiomthetimeSueturnsupthethermostatmttiltheheatt
WQla hasinfimtesimallymoreknowledge.
thehouse. Theaversiveconditionthatistaeingavoidedi
payingtheplumbertofixthefrozenpipes. Itisnottheo
Thisisprobablyan ineffectivenatmalcontingency. The
reticalbecausethecontingencyisnotdirect-acting.
f iitouiifc afptO
Ofmall
tO
Oqpmbtiw to frwrfrnl hriwu.
ior,thatiswhywe needaperformancemanagement
Example: Theoretical,direct-acting
contingency.
Soeisafiaidshewillhavetopaythepinmberferfrozen
Example: EffectivePerformanceManagement—
Sueturnsupthethermostat= >
WillawillloseS5.
Sueislessofafrmdshewillhavetopaytheplumberfor
Willastudiestoronehour.*=>
OtiTen pipes.
wma wont lose$5.
TfflStype

p^rffurmanf^ Tnanag^m^m rrwrifn-

gencyisananalogtoavoidanceofthetossofa reinforcer.
Example: TheoreticalInferred—
Willaisfearfuloffailure.= >
Willastudiesforo k boor.*=>
Willaislessfearfuloffailure.
Thisisa theoreticalinferredcontingency,becauseyou can
notobserveWilla'sfear,batwe infershestudiesforone
hourtoescapetheanxietyorfear. Sothistypeofcontin
gencyisanescapecontingency.
W hat type of contingency?
89.Tonyhasa totofstudyingtodo. = > Tonystudiesfor
onehour. ■=> Tonyhasinfinitesiinallylessstudying
todo.
a.inferredtheoreticalcontingency_
b.naturalcontingency_
c. performancemanagementcontingcncy_
90.TonyisafiaidoflosingS5. = > Tony studiesforone
boor. = > TonyisnotafiaidoflosingS5.
a. inferredtheoreticalcontingency_

b. fwftwal
91. Tonywilllose$5. -=> Tonystudiesforonehour.
“ > Tonywon’tlose$5.
a.inferredtheoreticalcontingency_
b.naturalcontingency_
C. p e rform ance n ttn a jre m m t m u tin g w iiy

Thisisadirect-actingtheoreticalcontingency. Thestate
mem, “yourpipeswillfreezeifitistoocoldinyourhoos
isarulethatspecifiestheavtmiveconditionoffrozen
pipes.Imagining rh*fimwieial utiriphyocat mwe fm r m
pipeswouldproducecausesimmediatefear,followedby
haviortoescapethatfearproducingcondition. Itisdire
actingbecauseitisimmediate. Itistheoreticalbecause}
don'tseethecovertfearresponse.
Criterion: The escape contingency—
Iftlop r f n m u i w im n a gwnwil CfOTtiwgrwy ic
designed tn i m a w nr maintain pnrfnrnumnp

theinferred,theoreticalcontingency
mnstbean escapecontingency.
Theperformancemanagementcontingencyisanavoidai
contingencyandallindirect-actingavoidancecontingent
mnsthavedirect-actingescapecontingenciestosupport
them. Statingtheavcrsiveconsequencesforfailuretocc
plywiththeruleresultsinaversivethoughts.Complianc
withtheruleterminatesthoseaversivethoughts.Thecoi
tpenccsspecifiedintherulecontrolbehavior.
Example: Performancemanagement, analogtoavoit
ancecontingency—
JoanwillhavetopayaS5 latefeeonFriday. =*=>
JoanpaysherbillsonThursday. — >
Joanwfflnothavetopnya $5 latefeeonFriday.
Thiseffectiveperformancemanagementcontingencyis:
analogtoavmdanceofthetossofareinforcer. Theconti
gcacy,beingananalogisindirect-acting.
Example: Theoretical,escapecontingency—
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Joanhasavcrsivethoughtsaboutbillcollectors. “ >
Joanpaysherbills. *=>
Joandoesnothaveavcrsivethoughtaboutbfllcollectors.
Theaversivethoughtsareimmediate. AfterJeanpaysher
billsshecan ‘escape'thoseaversivethmghK

Criterion: linked to Performance
Management—
The inferredcontingencymnstrelatetotheindirect-actn
pwfnrmancy m m n g m w i t contingency, N O T to the inefl
liw wafqffllffnirtingp w y

Tim p i f ! IneffectiveNaturalCoGtingeacy
Eaaplr PerformanceManagement,Avoidance
Davidhasonelevelofphysicalhealth.«“>
Davidhears“finishyourreportorelse*.— >
Davidwalks5 miles.“=>
Davidwritesonelaicreport = >
TmmrdctfdyDavidhears,“wellyoujustboughtyonrsdfan Davidhasaninfinitesiinallyimprovedlevelofphysical
IwaMi
otherdayonthejob*.

Thisisa direct-actingperformancemanagementccntmgency. Davidisimmediatelyreinforcedforhavingcom
pletedhisreport. Bccacsetheperformancemanagement
contingentisdacct-acting,thereisnoneedfora theoreti
calescapecontingency. However,ifDavid'sbossdidn’tsay
"wellyoujustboughtyourselfanotherdayon thejob*until
thenerdmorning,thenthecontingencywouldbeindirectactingandyouwouldneeda theoreticalcontingency.
Example: Theoretical,cacapecontingency—
Davidfearshemay losehisjob.=>
Davidwritesonelatereport.«=>
Davidislessafraidoflosinghisjob.
Again,thisisanescapecontingencybecauseDavidisina
feaxfelstatehewouldliketoterminate.

Thisisanineffectivenaturalcontingencysodon'trelate
thg thenrrrieal
In thigo wlingem y The the*
reriql rnnfing wuy
mfnf rv\ntfng*nry

yalotwt 1ftfhy pfffrpnawep manflgp

Example: PerformanceManagement Contingency
DavidwillpayS5onFriday.= >
Davidwalks5 miles.= >
Davidwon't pay$ 5 onFriday.
Thetheoreticalcontingencyisrelatedtothecorrexyiencr
spedfiedinthebeforecondition,ifyondon'twalk5 mile
youwillpaySS." TheS5paymentforfailuretowalkis:
|»ffiinnaiin» nianagM vnl rantingi-ney dwignwl h
jvrfrirmimry r a m a g w fn impmu* th^ tmhwhhy hlnln-c

qualityoflife.

Are die following examples of performance
management avoidance contingencies or
theoretical escape contingencies?

Example: TheoreticalContingency
DavidfearshewillloseS5onFriday.= >
Davidwalks5 miles.“ >
DaviddoesnotfearhewillloseS3 onFriday.

92.Janeisafraidoflosing$10tomorrow. *=> Janebaby
sitsherlittlesisterfor2 hours. *“> Janeisnotafraid
oflosingS10tomorrow.
a.theoretical,escape_
b.performance management, avoidance

The contingencyspecifiedinthetheoreticalcontingency
latesbacktotheperformancemanagementcontingency,
NOT theineffectivenaturalcontingency. Thccontinger
specifiedinthetheoreticalcontingencyALWAYS relate

93.Janewilllose$10tomorrow. “ > Janebaby-sitsher
littlesisterfor2 horns. " > Janewon'tloseS10
tomorrow.
a.theoretical,escape_
b.performance management, avoidance
94.Allenisafiaidhewillhavetopayalateregistrationfee
afler5:00PM Friday.= > AllenpaysW M U cashier
ing. = > Allenisnotafraidofhavingtopayalate
registrationfee.
a.theoretical,escape_
b. performance management, avoidance_
95.Allenwillpayalateregistrationfeeafter5:00PM Fri
day.**=>AllenpaysW M U cashiering.«=■*>Allenwill
nothavetopaya lateregistrationfee.
a.theoretical,escape_
b.performance management, avoidance

th^ pifemianfff n m n p m w i l rnntingnvy

The following contingency diagrams are
attempts at theoretical contingencies, but do
they relate to the perfcnnance-management
contingency, as they should?
96.Janeisafraidofshewillpay$20thisMonday. ■“ >
Janeridesherbikeforoneboor.■=> Janeisnotafi
shewillpay$20thisMonday.
Isthiscontingencylinkedtotheperformancemanaj
mentcontingency?
a.Yes_
b.N o _
97.Thenisita goodexampleofatheoreticalcontingenc
a Yes__
b. No_
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98.Janeisafiaidshewillgainweight. “ > Janeridesher
bikeforonehoar.-=> Japeislessafraidofgaining
weight
Isthiscontingencylinkedtotheperformancemanagendt contingency?
a.Yes_
b.No__

103.Constructanoriginalexampleofatheoreticalcscar
contingency.
Before

Behavior

Alter

99.Thenisitagoodcampleofa theoreticalcontingency?
a.Yes
b.No_
100.Albertisafraidofhewilllosetheopportunitytocam
10OAPs. — > Albertanswersthebams question.
= > Albeitislessafiaidhewilllosetheopportunityto
earn10OAPs.
Tctbkmrrtrngpitfy Hnlfwttntlyperfhrrnanr^ immagf*.
mentcontingency?
a.Yes
b. No_
101.Thenisitagoodexampleofa theoretical
contingency?
a.Yes_
b.No_
102.Albertwilllosetheopportunitytoearn 10OAPs. = >
Albenanswersthebonusquestion.-=>
Albertwin notlosetheopportunitytoearn10OAPs.
Isthiscontingencylinkedtotheperformancemanage
mentcontingency?(Canefal,we’retalkingtrickybusi
nesshere.)
a.Yes_
b.No_
Pleaseexplainyouranswer
Then is it a good example of a theoretical
contingency?
c.Yes_
d. No_
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Original Example

C onclu sion s

104. Checkoutthediagrammedexampleofthethieccontingcncymodelonthefirstpagethishomework.
Now giveananginalexanqileofthethree-contingency
modd,fillinginthegeneraldescriptionofyoar cgmplr and tty diagram

Description:

I

n

e

t

o

e

N

a

t

a

l

C

i

p

q

Tbs bssfaccojost3 pKhssiosiyifltzodoctioD30thetlnc(
contingencymodel Itwillfonnthebasisfarnmch ofog
analysisinfirtnrechapters;soyonwillgainmodi mote
expertise,aswe progressthroughthevariousaieasofap
pliedbehavioranalysis. BtmaifarilKg»iiw«tyimm
terianasyrmapplythethree-contingencyrnoddwithytx
own examples.
105.Compared toothercourses,thisreading/homework
assignmentwas
a much more valuable
b.somewhat more valuable
c.average
d.somewhat lessvaluable
e.much lessvaluable
106.Thestorylineandexampleswere
a.veryvaluable
b.somewhat valuable
a soso
cLnottoovaluable
e. a waste
107.Themultiple-choicequestionswere
a veryvaluable
b.somewhat valuable
c.soso
d.nottoovaluable
e.a waste
108.Thecontingency-diagrammingquestionswere
a.veryvaluable
b.somewhat valuable
c.soso
d.nottoovaluable
e.a waste
109.Generally,integratingtheworkbookintothetextbo

tnfeued Directac&ig C o i i i g e n c y

a.veryvaluable
b. somewhatvaluable
c.soso
d.nottoovaluable
e.a waste
110. Abouthow many hootsdidyonspendonthistotal
assignment?
a. 1 orless
b.2
c.3
d.4
e.5 ormore
Suggestionsandr
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Checklist for fie
Three-contingency Model of
Performance Management
Usethischeck&ttoevaluateanapplicationofthe
three-wmtmgne^modd of performance management. You should
be able to answer YESto almost all of criteria below.

ALLCONTINGENCIES
1. Criterion: The Same R esponse-The response
is the same in all three contingencies.

INEFFECTIVEHATORAL CONTINGENCIES
2. Criterion: N atural Contingency—A natural
contingency is operative prior to performance
management and it is not designed to manage
performance.
3. Criterion: Q uality o f Life—The natural
contingency must have an outcome that affects
the quality o f life o f the individual or society,
for us to be concerned with it.
4. Criterion: Ineffective Contingency—The
natural contingency m ust be ineffective; that is,
it does not control behavior, so we need to use
performance management
5. Criterion: The Small Outcome— A
contingency- is ineffective, if the change in the
size o f the outcome from the before condition to
the after condition is too small to control
behavior.
6. Criterion: Im probable-O utcom e- A
contingency is ineffective, if the change in the
probability o f the outcome from the before
condition to the after condition is too small to
control behavior.

PERFORMANCEMANAGEASENT
c o n t in g e n c ie s

7. Criterion: The Added Contingency—the
contingency is usually added (extrinsic), not
built-in (intrinsic).
8. Criterion: The Analog to Avoidance
C ontingency- If an indirect-acting
contingency is to increase or maintain
performance, it should be an analog to
avoidance.

9. Criterion: The Analog to Punishm ent
Contingency— I f an indirect-acting
contingency is to decrease performance, it
should be an analog to penalty o r punishm ent
10. Criterion: Deadlines fo r A voidance—
Deadlines are needed only for analogs to
avoidance, not analogs to punishm ent
11. Criterion: The E xplicit Dealine—When there
is a deadline, it m ust be explicitly stated in the
before and after conditions.
12. Criterion: The Sizable Outcome—The change
in the size o f the outcome from the before
condition to the after condition, mnst be large
enough to control behavior.
13. Criterion: The Probable Outcome— The
change in the probability o f the outcome from
the before condition to the after condition must
be probable for the contingency to control
behavior.

THEOBETICALCONTINGENaES
14. Criterion: The Indirect-A cting Perform ance
M anagem ent Contingency—When the
performance management contingency is
indirect-acting, an inferred theoretical,
direct-acting contingency is required. If the
performance management contingency is
direct-acting, no theoretical contingency is
required.
13. Criterion: The Inferred Contingency—This
contingency must be an inferred direct-acting
contingency, rather than an observable
direct-acting contingency.
16. Criterion: Direct-Acting: The theoretical
contingency must be direct-acting if the
behavior is controlled.
17. Criterion: The Escape Contingency— If the
performance management contingency is
designed to increase or maintain performance,
the inferred, theoretical contingency must be an
escape contingency.
18. Criterion: lin k e d to Perform ance
M anagement—The inferred contingency imref
relate to the indirect-acting performance
management contingency, NOT to the
ineffective natural contingency.
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Checklist for tbe
Three-contingency Model of
Performance Management
Use this checklist to evzitute an application of the
three-contingnecjr mode! of performance management.
You should be able to answerYES to almost all of criteria
below.

ALLCONTINGENCIES
1. Criterion: The Same Response—The
response is the same in all three
contingencies.

USEFFECIIVENATDBAL
COHTJNGENOES
2. Criterion: N atural Contingency—A
natural contingency is operative prior to
performance management and it is not
designed to manage performance.
3. Criterion: Q uality o f Life—The natural
contingency must have an outcome that
affects the quality o f life of the
individual or society, for us to be
concerned with i t
4. Criterion: Ineffective
Contingency—The natural contingency
must be ineffective; that is, it does not
control behavior, so we need to use
performance management
5. Criterion: The Small Outcome— A
contingency is ineffective, if the change
in the size o f the outcome from the
before condition to the after condition is
too small to control behavior.
6. Criterion: Im probable-O utcom e- A
contingency is ineffective, if the change
in the probability' o f the outcome from
the before condition to the after
condition is too small to control
behavior.

usually added (extrinsic), not built-in
(intrinsic).
8. Criterion: The Analog to Avoidance
Contingency—The contingency is
designed to increase or maintain
performance, it should be some form o f
direct-acting or indirect-acting
avoidance contingency.
9. Criterion: D eadline—Effective
performance management contingencies
are designed to increase behavior of
verbal clients usually involve an added
A»ariline

10. Criterion: The Sizable Outcome—The
change in the size o f the outcome from
the before condition to the after
condition, must be large enough to
control behavior.
11. Criterion: Tbe Probable Outcome—
The change in the probability o f the
outcome from the before condition to
the after condition must be probable for
the contingency to control behavior.

THEORETICAL C O N nN ttN aE 8
12. Criterion: Tbe Indirect-A cting
Perform ance M anagement
Contingency—If the performance
management contingency is
indirect-acting, you need to infer a
theoretical contingency.
13. Criterion: The Inferred
Contingency—This contingency must be
inferred not directly observable.
14. Criterion: The Escape Contingency—
If the performance management
contingency is designed to increase or
maintain performance, the inferred,
theoretical contingency must be an
escape contingency.

W B M I I M B m MAKAtiHMMKMT

CONTINGENCIES
7. Criterion: The Added
Contingency—the contingency is
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Three-Contingency Model
Test
Reinforcement, Avoidance,
& Escape
Name:_________________________
Grade:_________________________
Date:____________
Start Time:_______________
Finish Time:______________
Social Security Number___________________
Group Membership: (Don't Mark) 1 2 3 4
Be sure to fill in all of the data above, EXCEPT, group
membership.
The following questions assess your current
knowledge of the three-contingency model of
performance management A pinksheet checklist has
been included with definitions of the criteria used with
the three contingency model. Read over the checklist
now and then return to the questions.
Read all of the text and ANSWER EVERY question,
even if you are unsure of your answer.
The three-contingency model consists of a triad of
contingencies; the natural contingency, the
performance-management contingency, and the
theoretical contingency.

IneffectiveNaturalContingency
Before: Jack has one level of health. ==>
Behavior: Jack eats one balanced meal. = >
After: Jack has an infimtesimally improved level of
health.

EffectivePerformanceManagement
Contingency
Before: Jack will lose $5 at Friday's dieter's meeting.
Behavior: Jack eats one balanced meal. ==>
After: Jack wont lose $5 at Friday's dieter's meeting.

TheoreticalContingency
Before: Jack is afraid of losing $5. = >
Behavior: Jack eats one balanced meal. = >
After: Jack is not afraid of losing $5.

1. What is this contingency?
Before: Tony’s car engine will be slightly worse.
Behavior: Tony changes the oil. = >
After Tony’s car engine wont be slightly worse.
= >

a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management contingency__
c. theoretical contingency__
2. In the example above the contingency is
a. small but cummulative
b. improbable__
3. What is this contingency?
Before: Tony fears he will lose the opportunity t>
take performance management psy 360 course.
Behavior Tony registers for psy 360. = >
After: Tony does not fear he will lose the opport
nity to take performance management psy 360.
a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management__
c. theoretical contingency__
4. In the previous example, is the contingency
a. an avoidance contingency__
b. an escape contingency__
c. a punishment contingency__
5. What is this contingency?
Before: Tony has one level of curb walking bal
ance skill. = >
Behavior Tony practices walking 50 feet on the
curb. = >
After Tony has barely improved his curb walkin
balance skill
a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management contingency
c. theoretical contingency^
6. Does the contingency in the previous example af
fect quality of life?
a. yes__
b. no__
7. What is this contingency?
Before: At 7:00 PM, Rob wont have $10. ==>
Behavior Rob washes his fathers car at 3:00 PI
= > After At 7:00 PM, Rob will have $10.
a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management contingency__
c. theoretical contingency__
8. In the previous example, the contingency was
a. built-in__
b.added__
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9. What is this contingency?
Before: Rita fears Mom's scolding. = >
Behavior Rita deans her room. = >
A fter Rita doesn't fear Mom's scolding.
a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management contingency__
c. theoretical contingency__
10. In the previous example, the contingency was
a. indirect-acting__
b. direct-acting__
11. What is this contingency?
Before: Joe has a low probability of getting ill.
Behavior Joe washes his hands before eating.

17. What is the contingency?
Before: Jona will lose $30 at the end of the week.
=>
Behavior Jona does his homework. = >
After Jona wont lose $30 at the end of the week.
a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management contingency,
c. theoretical contingency__
18. In the above example, is the contingency...
a. avoidance of the loss of a reinforcer__
b. avoidance of an aversive condition__
c. analog to the avoidance of an opportunity to g
a reinforcer__
d. analog to the avoidance of an aversive
condition__

A fter Joe has a slightly lower probability of
illness.
a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management contingency__
c. theoretical contingency__
12. In the previous contingency, was there a
deadline?
a. yes__
b. no__
13. What is this contingency?
Before: At the end of the day, Sue will lose the
opportunity to get $60 on Friday. = >
Behavior Sue works for one hour with her client
= >

A fter At the end of the day, Sue will not lose the
opportunity to get $60 on Friday.
a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management contingency__
c. theoretical contingency__
14. In the previous example, the contingency was
a. analog to the avoidance of the loss of an oppor
tunity to prevent an aversive condition__
b. analog to the avoidance of the loss of an op
portunity to get a reinforcer_
c. avoidance of the loss of an opportunity to pre
vent an aversive condition__
d. avoidance of the loss of an opportunity to get a
reinforcer_
15. What is this contingency?
Before: Tony doesn't hear "good boy”. = >
Behavior Tony pee's in the toilet = >
After Tony immediately hears "good boy”.
a. ineffective natural contingency__
b. performance management contingency__
c. theoretical contingency__
16. Do you need to infer a theoretical contingency to
explain the preceding example ?
a. yes_
h nn
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19. Apply the
three-contingency
model
of
performance-management to an original problem
to increase behavior. Include the ineffective
natural contingency, the effective performance
management contingency, and the effective theo
retical contingency.________________

PefawapitMp!
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Chapter 5
Conceptual Worksheetsfor
Penalty
PRINCIPLES
PUNISHMENT by the presentation o f an aversive
condition: A response becomes less likely in the future,
if an aversive condition or an increase in an aversive
condition has immediatelyfollowed it in the p ast
Punishment by the loss o f reinforcers (PENALTYI: A
response becomes less likely to occur in the future if the
loss o f a reinforcer has immediately followed it in the
p ast
a) RESPONSE COST: The removal of a
tangible reinforcer, contingent on a response,
with a resulting decreased likelihood of that
response. *(Lose something you already
have-usually a permanent loss)
b) TIME-OUT: The removal o f access to
reinforcers, contingent on a response, with a
resulting decreased likelihood o f that
response.^(Removal of the "opportunity" to
make reinforced responses-usually for a short
period of time, not a permanent loss)
1) EXCLUSIONARY: excluded
from the environment
2) NON EXCLUSIONARY: stay in
environment

EXAMPLES
PUNISHMENT FOR THE PUSS, PART 1
Daisy the kitten jumps onto the kitchen table. Her
owner (a former Psy 360 student) immediately sprays
Daisy with water. Daisy then jum ps down from the
table and runs to the safety that lies underneath the bed.

S
Before
?
v

N
Behavior

After

?

?

J

1. Whose behavior?
a. The brilliant owner
b. Daisy the kitten
c. The spray bottle
[HINT: Who is being punished? Whose behavior do
we want to decrease?]
Answer, b. Daisy the kitten!
2. What is the behavior?
a. Daisy jumps onto the kitchen table
b. Daisy jumps down from the kitchen table
c. The brilliant owner sprays Daisy
[HINT: 1) It must be Daisy's behavior because she is
who is being punished. 2) What behavior do we want
Daisy to decrease?]
Answer a Jumping onto the table!
3. W hat is the before condition?
[HINT: Since this is a punishment contingency, which
means there is a presentation of an aversive condition,
it may be easier to look at the after condition prior to
looking at the before condition.]
a. Daisy jumps onto the table
b. Daisy doesn't get sprayed
c. The brilliant owner takes Psy 360
[HINT: See criteria #7 and #8 from the pink sheet]
4. What is the after condition?
a Daisy jum ps down from the table
b. Daisy runs underneath the bed
c. Daisy gets sprayed by the brilliant owner
[HINT: What does Daisy’s owner do to her?]
Answer c. Daisy gets sprayed!!!!!
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a. Macy is playing with her ring
b. Macy jum ps into the plant
c. The owner sprayed Daisy with water
/•

>

r

i

Before

Behavior

After

no
spray

Daisyjumps
onto the
table

spray

[HINT: See criteria #7 and #8 from the pink sheet]
Answ er a. Macy is playing with her ring
4.

This is a correct contingency diagram because...
#1 The response (Daisy jumping onto the
kitchen table) decreases because
#2 an aversive condition (spray o f water) has
immediately followed it in die past.

What is the after condition?
a. Macy jum ps back out
b. The owner takes away M ary's ring
c. Macy joins Daisy under the bed
[HINT: What does the brilliant owner do?]
Answer b. The owner takes the ring!
c

PUNISHMENT FOR THE PUSS, PART 2: PENALTY
PREVAILS
Macy, Daisy's sister and very best friend, is playing
with her favorite to y -a plastic milk ring. Macy throws
the ring around until it lands in the plant, which Macy
is not allowed near. Macy jum ps up into the plant to
retrieve her ring but gets caught in the act by her
psychologically sophisticated owner. The owner moves
Macy to the floor and takes her ring away for five
minutes.
1. Whose behavior?
a. Macy's
b. Daisy's
c. The owner’s
[HINT: Who is being punished/penalized?
behavior do we want to decrease?]
Answer, a. Macy’s!

.

(

^

Behavior

After

Macy
has ring

Macyjumps
intoplant

Macy
has no
ring

j

H E R E W E GO!!! Y O U T R Y IT.
Bingo is playing with his owner, John. Bingo
playfully bites John, and John gives Bingo a doggy
treat

' ■>
Before
no treat

Whose

What is the behavior?
a. The owner takes away the milk ring
b. Macy plays with the m ilk ring
c. Macy jum ps into the plant
[HINT: 1) It must be Macy's behavior because that's
who is being punished/penalized. 2)What behavior do
we want Macy to decrease?]
Answer c. Macy jum ps into the plant!

f

Before

V

f

2.

■>

1.

/•

\

r

Behavior

Alter

Bingo
playfully
bitesJohn

treat

What is the contingency?
a. punishment
b. reinforcement
c. penalty
d. avoidance

3. W hat's the before condition?
[HINT: Since this is a punishment contingency, which
means there is a presentation o f an aversive condition,
it may be easier to look at the after condition prior to
looking at the before condition.]
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Daisy jum ps onto the kitchen table while her
over-worked
owner
takes
a
cat
nap.
r

>

/

Before

Behavior

After

nothing

Daisyjumps
ontotable

nothing

No
hangover

No yelling
atbigsis
v.

'
>
Behavior
Jenny
walks in
withworms

3.
W hich criteria
contingency violate?

Elmer
finisheshis
tenth drink
V.

Hangover

4.
This punishment contingency violates which
criteria?
a. #7
b. #9
c. #10
<L None of the above
Daisy is in the kitchen with her owner's
roommate. Daisy stands by her food dish which is still
completely full
and
cries,
"Meeeeoooooow",
repetitively. Finally the frustrated and anxiety ridden
roommate yells at poor little Daisy.

r

Yellingat
bigsis
^

this

y

r

After

punishment

a. #7 and #12
b. #12 and #2
c. #2 and #5
d. None of the above
Elmer goes to Waldo's on Friday night to grab
a few drinks. Elmer drank his tenth drink and finally
called it a n ig h t He woke up Saturday afternoon with
the worst hangover o f his life. (Not-for-extra-credit
question: Is Elm er a light-weight??? Circle one: YES
NO)

r

>

f

Before

Behavior

After

Fullfood

Daisy
"Meows"

Roommate
yells

dish

.j
L

does

After

j

When little Jenny walks into her house
carrying her newly dug up pet worms, which are not
allowed in the house, her mother immediately yells at
Jenny’s big sister.

r

J

V-

What is the contingency?
a. punishment
b. reinforcement
c. penalty
d. none o f the above

Before

Behavior

\

^
2.

i

C

Before

—J

5.
This punishment contingency violates which
criteria?
a. #7
b. #8
c. #10
d. None of the above
Daisy the kitten sits on the windowsill o f an
open window. All of a sudden a large gust of chilling
wind blows in and makes Daisy shiver with cold.

Before
No wind
blowing
v

6.

r

-t

r

J

Behavior

After

Daisysitson
windowsill
k.

Wind
blows
k..

This contingency violates which criteria?
a #3 and #2
b. #2 and #4
c. #4 and #10
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Name

Section

Conceptual Worksheets:

A Review of the Eight Contingencies
REINFORCEMENT
Peggy Pigeon is food deprived. She
pecks the key in her Skinner Box, and Julie
gives her a food pellet.
1.
Which diagram is an example o f
Reinforcement?
a.
Before
no food

Behavior

After

Julie gives
Peggy food
pellet

food

Ron works in an office and makes lots
o f copies. Today, he presses the "print" button
but the machine won't work. He asks Carol for
help, but she cant find the problem. Then Ron
realizes that the machine was never turned on.
He presses the "on" button and the machine
works.
2.
Which diagram is an example o f
Reinforcement?
a.

Before

Behavior

After

no food

Peggy key
pecks

food

Before

Behavior

After

no copies

Ron asks for
CaroTs help

copies

Before

Behavior

machine on

machine off

Before

Behavior

After

food

Peggy key
pecks

food
Before

no food

Behavior

After

Julie gives
Peggyfood
pellet

thirsty

After

Behavior

After

no copies

Ron
•print"

Before

Behavior

After

machine off

Ron presses
•on"

machine on
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Katie and her dad are putting together a
Snoopy puzzle When Katie correctly places a
puzzle piece, her dad gives her a big hug. This
makes her giggle as she continues her puzzle
playing.
3.
Which diagram is an example of
Reinforcement?

line indicating that she has good productivity.
Jane smiles and drinks a pop.
4.
Which diagram is an example o f
Reinforcement?
a.
*>

r

Before

Behavior

After

sight of
positive slope

Jane works
hard

sight of
positive slope

a.
Before
no giggle

Behavior

After

Katie
correctly
places puzzle
- P
*”* J

giggle

V

N

S

f

no sight of
positive slope

Before

Behavior

After

no hug

Katie
correctly
places puzzle

Katie keeps
playing

.

After

Jane works
hard

sight of
positive slope

N

\

Before
sight of
positive slope

Before

Behavior

After

no hug

dad gives
Katie hug

Katie giggles

\

Behavior

I

S

J

f

\

Before

Behavior

After

Jane reads
chart

sight of
positive slope

f

Before

Behavior

After

Katie
correctly
places puzzle

hug

. I**”_j

k

\

Before

Behavior

After

no sight of
positive
slope

Jane reads
chart

sight of
positive slope

J

I

J

^

-r

Lynn is teaching Gary how to read. For
words read correctly out loud, Gary receives a
token. Gary sees the word CAT and says
"cat". Lynn gives him a token and Gary smiles.

At the factory Jane works with they
have recently implemented a feedback
5.
Fill in the blank with the appropriate
system. On the wall in the break room
behavior to make this an example o f
hangs a productivity chart where each
employee's progress is graphed daily. Jane goes Reinforcement.
in the break room and immediately heads for
the chart. After her name is a positively sloping
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a.
Before

Behavior

Before
notoken

token

'

no sitting
dog

Amy says
-sir

sitting dog
>.

->

r

My vocabulary is the pits! Luckily, I
have a dictionary for a roommate. In my
reading I come across the word "antediluvian".
I ask my roommie what it means and she spouts
off the definition.

\

f

Before

Behavior

After

Amy says
-sir

Lance sits

Amy gives
praise

c.
r

>

r
Before
no pet

l.

6.
Fill in the blank with the appropriate
After condition to make this an example of
Reinforcement.

r

Behavior

After

Lance sits

Lance gets
pet

-

J

k.

J

d.
/■

r
B efore

l don't hear*
the
definition of
th e word

After

b.

a. smile
b. Gary says "cat"
c. Gary reads to himself
d. Gary takes a token

Behavior

r-

Behavior

J

>-

Before

>

r

After

N

Behavior

A fter

Lance sits

Lance gets
praise

After

I ask
roommate the
definition

a. my roommate tells me the definition
b. I just skip the word
c. I hear the definition
d. I don't hear the definition

Amy is teaching her dog Lance to sit.
Lance jumps around and licks Amy's hand, but
she ignores the slobber. She says "sit" in an
authoritative voice. Lance sits, and Amy pets
Lance and says "good boy".

7.
Which diagram is NOT an example of
Reinforcement?

no praise

J

k>

ESCAPE
Todd has been outside building a
snowman with Tara for hours. Tara tells Todd
that his ears are turning purple. This makes
him realize how cold his ears are. He
immediately puts on a hat, and his ears warm
right up.
8.
Which diagram is an example o f
Escape?

Before
purple ears

Behavior

After

Tana tells
Todd his ears
are purple
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Your participation in tins study is sincerely appreciated. Essentially, there are five parts to the
study. Each o f you will have different assignments that require different kinds o f participation.
Some o f you will read only, others will have to choice from multiple choice questions and or
construct your own examples. Be sure to provide all identifying information on all three mark
sense sheets, all in class homework, the pretest, and the posttest.
1. Informed Consent: Please read and sign the informed consent sheet Your instructor
will read this in the class. Ask if you have any questions. After you have signed the form,
return it to your instructor and pick up a marked sense sheet, #2 pencil, and a pretest.
2. Complete the Pretest: Read and complete the pretest. Mark your multiple choice
question responses on the mark sense sheet. Turn in your pretest and mark sense sheet to
your instructor.
3. Complete Part One o f the Instructional Materials: Pick up a new mark sense sheet
and ask for your assigned in class homework materials. Read all o f the materials up to
page 8 where it is clearly marked STOP. Stop at page 8 where part one ends. Turn in
both your mark sense sheet and you work materials. Those o f you with the shorter
assignment will receive a different assignment for each session—so you stopping point will
be the last page o f the homework each class session.
4. Complete Part Two o f the Instructional Materials: During your next class, pick up the
same mark sense sheet you used for part one and get your assigned materials from the
previous class session. Complete Part Two. Part Two begins on page 8 where you left
off. Read all o f the material. When you have finished return b o th th e m ark sen se sh eet
and your assignment. Pick up a posttest and a new mark sense sheet.
5. Complete the Posttest: Same directions as the pretest.
That's it!!!!!!!
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Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008-3899
616387-8293

W e s t e r n M ic h ig a n U n iv e r s it y

Date:

February 6, 1994

To:

Judi DeVoe

From: M. Michele Burnette, Chair
Re:

HSIRB Project Number 94-02-03

This letter'will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled "An experimental analysis
of three instructional technologies applied to the three-contingency model of performance
management" has been approved under the exempt category of review by the Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board. The conditions and duration of this approval are specified in the
Policies of Western Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the research as
described in the application.
You must seek reapproval for any changes in this design. You must also seek reapproval if the
project extends beyond the termination date.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.
Approval Termination:
xc:

February 6, 1995

Malott, Psych
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